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Abstract 
 Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the leading causes of death following cancer. 
Due to their frequent occurrence and higher risk of death, the mechanisms of their 
development need to be unveiled. The computational fluid dynamic (CFD) approach and 
imaging modalities, such as 4D-MRI, have been used as tools for hemodynamic analysis. 
However, currently they are not enough applied to clinical medicine due to their intrinsic 
drawbacks. Particularly, image-based CFD modeling of the central hemodynamics such 
as the heart and aorta is a challenging task due to its dynamic nature. Here in this thesis, 
a highly integrated, MRI-based, patient-specific left ventricle (LV) -aortic valve (AV) –
aorta CFD model was developed as well as X-ray angiography-based coronary artery 
CFD models aiming at usage for future clinical application. Using these models, the 
effects of well-known cardiovascular diseases, such as coronary stenosis or bicuspid 
aortic valve (BAV), on the adjacent hemodynamics were analyzed. 
 Coronary arteries are known to have two sorts of dynamic motion: vessel dynamics and 
compliance. Vessel dynamics is a unique motion caused by beating of heart while vessel 
compliance is diameter variation induced by pressure wave propagation. Due to its 
uniqueness, the effects of vessel dynamics and compliance on coronary hemodynamics 
with/without stenosis were evaluated with X-ray image-based model. The CFD results 
elucidated that vessel dynamics and compliance had larger effects on stenosed coronary 
artery, which suggests accelerated progression of further stenosis in the patients with 
coronary stenosis. 
 BAV is congenital heart disease with variety of valve morphology (phenotype). Owing 
to higher occurrence of aortic aneurysms in the patients with BAV and phenotype-specific 
aneurysmal location, BAV pathology is drawing attention from clinicians and hence have 
been analyzed by researchers. However, its mechanism remains unexplainable. Therefore, 
the effects of BAV phenotype on aortic hemodynamics were evaluated in terms of novel 
indices for energy loss evaluation in pulsatile flow, namely pulsatile power index (PPI), 
pulsatile energy loss index (PELI) and axis work ratio (AWR), as well as conventional 
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indices. The three-dimensional CFD analysis was conducted using boundary conditions 
computed by subject-adapted 0-1D multi-scale CVS model to consider the physiological 
conditions. The results demonstrated that the patient-specific valve geometry had 
considerable effects rather than valve angle and that the energy loss indices well 
characterized the BAV-based hemodynamics. 
 The effects of BAV orientation on aortic hemodynamics were further investigated under 
different degree of BAV stenosis and introduction of torsional motion of left ventricle, 
which cannot be captured by MRI, suggesting these pathological and geometric 
conditions may influence the fate of BAV patients. 
 Through these case studies, it was concluded that the hemodynamics in CVS can vary 
sensitively according to pathological state, physiological conditions and their interaction, 
implying the usability of the integrated image-based patient-specific models developed 
in these studies as a clinical tool for subject-specific predictive medicine.  
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Chapter 1 
General introduction 
 
1.1. Cardiovascular system and cardiovascular disease 
 Cardiovascular system (CVS) is a closed-loop system to circulate blood and has a vital 
function to maintain the life of human being. CVS is roughly divided into two 
circulations: systemic and pulmonary circulation. Systemic circulation plays a role of 
transporting oxygenated blood from the heart throughout the body, supplying oxygen to 
the cells of organs, and collecting carbon dioxide. On the other hand, pulmonary 
circulation plays a role of transporting deoxygenated blood from the heart and exchanging 
gas at alveoli of lung to deliver the oxygenated blood back to the heart. The two 
circulations are further classified into arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venule, and vein 
according to its properties and scales. The gas exchange in both circulations occurs in 
capillaries.  
 The CVS is multi-scale, multi-physics system and balanced by innumerable phenomena. 
In addition, blood is multiphase fluid including red blood cells (RBC), leukocyte, platelets 
and plasma. The diameter of blood vessels ranges from order of centimeters to 
micrometers and hence the rheology of blood is totally different among them. In larger 
blood vessel, the RBC, leukocyte and platelets have less impact on the blood flow and 
the blood therein can be regarded as uniform homogeneous fluid such as Newtonian or 
Casson fluid (Shibeshi and Collins (2006)). On the contrary, such effects are non-
negligible any longer in the small vessel like capillaries because scale of the contents of 
blood is equivalent to the vessel diameter. In such a case, the interaction between plasma 
and deformation of the cells plays a remarkable role in determining hemodynamics. 
 Although blood flow is mostly dominated by fluid dynamics, other physical phenomena 
is also observed in the CVS. The contraction and dilatation of the heart are initiated by 
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electric activation accompanying migration of potassium and calcium (Pinnel, et al. 
(2007); Noble (2002)). Heat generated in the heart is conducted via blood flow and 
transferred throughout the body. Vessels wall deforms owing to pulse wave propagation. 
Furthermore, CVS is controlled by autonomic nerve system to maintain homeostasis 
(Potts, et al. (1993)). These coexisted phenomena hamper the understanding of CVS. 
 Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) such as aortic dissection, rupture of aortic aneurysm, 
and myocardial infarction are one of the major causes of death, following cancer (Fig. 
1.1). Due to its frequent occurrence and worse outcome, comprehensive understanding of 
the mechanisms of CVD development is expected to help clinicians make a decision of 
the timing and approaches for surgical intervention. While the mechanisms of CVD 
development are still controversial, some researchers proposed in 1970s-1980s that 
cardiovascular diseases were associated with wall shear stresses (WSS) acting on the 
intima of blood vessels. For example, Caro et al. (1971) and Caro (2009) insisted low 
WSS theory, in which the low WSS region was more likely to be associated with plaque 
progression. On the other hand, Fry (1968) proposed high WSS theory, in which the WSS 
above a certain threshold injure the endothelial cells, leading to abnormality on vessel 
wall surface. Ku et al. (1985) focused on the directionality of WSS and presumed periodic 
oscillation of WSS direction promoted CVDs by enhancing the permeability of lipid in 
the blood into the vessel wall. While these theories are the explanation mainly for the 
mechanism of acquired CVDs such as carotid stenoses and aortic aneurysms, the 
congenital CVDs such as bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) or univentricular heart are mainly 
attributed to genetic causes. 
 The one important aspect of CVDs is occurrence of concomitant diseases. Patients with 
CVDs sometimes suffer from further diseases. For instance, patients with aortic stenosis 
are likely to lead to reduced coronary perfusion probably owing to elevated left 
ventricular pressure and resulting increased coronary peripheral resistance (Gould and 
Carabello (2003)). Patients with BAV often suffer from aortic aneurysm (Della-Corte, et 
al. (2007)). These concomitant abnormalities are attributed to altered hemodynamics due 
to primary CVDs and crosstalk between CVS. Therefore, analyzing CVS affected by 
CVDs is meaningful to predict future malfunctions. 
 
1.2. Computational fluid dynamics in CVS 
 As the importance of relationship between CVDs and mechanical stresses is stressed, 
the hemodynamics in the CVS has been analyzed by computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
analyses. Originally, simple but typical shapes seen in CVS such as stenosed channel or 
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curved tubes were numerically analyzed to capture basic flow natures (Santamarina, et al. 
(1998); Venkatesan, et al. (2013); Liu and Yamaguchi (2000)). The development of 
computers and improvement of computational resources enabled computational models 
with realistic geometries to study more detailed flow distribution. Particularly, a patient-
specific models, which is reconstructed based on medical images and has the realistic 
shapes and boundary conditions, are expected to be usable not only for discussing flow 
features but also for predicting flow field after surgical intervention and optimal surgical 
approaches. For example, Sankaran et al. (2012) created an integrated coronary model of 
patients after coronary bypass graft surgery (CABG) and found that local flow 
characteristics were more affected rather than ventricular functions such as pressure-
volume (P-V) curve.  
 As discussed in the Sec. 1.1, since CVS is multiscale closed-loop system, local three-
dimensional models cannot sufficiently capture overall interaction among CVS. To 
overcome the difficulty, reduced-order models such as lumped-parameter (zero-
dimensional) models (Sun (1991); Sun, et al. (1997); Liang and Liu (2005)), one-
dimensional arterial models (Reymond, et al. (2009)) and 0-1D multiscale coupling 
models (Liang, et al. (2009a); Liang, et al. (2009b); Zhang, et al. (2017)) were developed 
(Fig. 1.2). These models were established from different perspectives. In the lumped-
parameter models, the whole circulatory system is expressed by a closed-loop electric 
circuit in which the properties of blood vessels such as compliance and resistance are 
approximated by equivalent circuit constant. One-dimensional models were derived by 
integrating three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation over the cross-section assuming 
straight tube and simple cross-sectional flow profile such as plug flow. The advantages of 
these models are lower requirement for computational time and resources compared to 
three-dimensional models while detailed local flow characteristics cannot be evaluated.  
 Making use of the advantages of the 0-1D models and three-dimensional models, 0-3D 
multi-scale coupling models were recently developed (Kim et al. (2010); Sankaran et al. 
(2012)). In their models, region of interest was modeled three-dimensionally while its 
upstream and downstream boundaries were connected to a closed-loop lumped parameter 
model. Such models can detect detailed flow characteristics with consideration of the 
effects of peripheral circulation and interaction among CVS. This recent trend of studies 
suggests the hemodynamic analysis of the specific area should not be handled without 
considering the effects of global hemodynamics on local. 
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1.3. Medical imaging 
 Medical imaging has been used as a powerful tool to analyze CVS by clinicians for 
diagnosis and surgical planning. Medical imaging such as computer tomographic, 
echocardiographic, X-ray angiographic, and magnetic resonance images (MRI) can be 
taken usually within half an hour, shows the exact geometry and properties of organs 
inside the body, and provides useful information to clinicians. Additionally, even the 
velocity of blood can be measured by imaging modalities such as Doppler 
echocardiography or 4D-MRI. 
Particularly, 4D-MRI is an emerging technology that can quantitatively evaluate three-
dimensional flow features. 4D-MRI data consists of two types of images: a magnitude 
image and three phase images (Kohler, et al. (2017)). The magnitude image includes the 
geometry while the phase images contain the three-dimensional velocity components. 
With these images, recent progress of image processing technique enabled the 
computation of streamlines, WSS, and even energy dissipation in the aorta. (Hope, et al. 
2010; Barker, et al. 2014) 
 
1.4. Pros and cons of CFD and MRI 
 Although both CFD and imaging modalities are very powerful, some drawbacks also 
exist, which hamper the smooth transition to clinical application. For example, spatial 
resolution of 4D-MRI is quite low compared to that of CFD models (Markl, et al. (2014)). 
The low resolution degrades the accuracy of computed WSS magnitude and complicates 
analysis of small vessels like coronary arteries. Furthermore, 4D-MRI cannot visualize 
the blood flow during one continuous cardiac cycle (Markl, et al. (2012)) because not all 
the snapshots of 4D-MRI are from the same cardiac cycle. This limitation may introduce 
noise or discontinuity in the time-series of the data. In CFD modeling, on the other hand, 
some assumptions or simplification such as rigid vessel wall, population-averaged 
boundary conditions, non-physiological inlet flow profile, or simplified geometry are 
necessary to reduce the complexity of computation while they may cause disparity 
between physiological and realistic flow. Therefore, the CFD results should be carefully 
compared with the outcome of imaging modalities such as 4D-MRI to validate the results. 
Computational time is also problematic for the CFD analyses. Usually, the more 
accurately the CVS was modeled using fluid-structure interaction (FSI) or multi-scale 
coupling method, the more computational time is required while, for clinical application, 
robust but accurate computational models and the quick assessment is necessary. 
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 Image-based modeling, in which the CFD models are developed based on the anatomic 
geometry derived from medical images such as MRIs, is a powerful approach to robustly 
but quite accurately analyze patient-specific blood flow. However, constructing image-
based models of central hemodynamics such as the heart, aorta, and coronary arteries is 
a challenging task owing to dynamic motion caused by pulsation of the heart, which may 
affect the accuracy of analysis. 
 
1.5. Objectives, approach and overview 
 In this study, with an ultimate aim of the clinical application, image-based, multi-scale 
computational models with consideration of dynamic motion were established. Using the 
model, the effects of cardiovascular diseases on hemodynamics were investigated with 
specific focus on two major cardiovascular diseases: the coronary artery stenosis and 
bicuspid aortic valve (BAV). In the following chapters, the hemodynamics in the coronary 
arteries with/without coronary stenosis and the effects of bicuspid aortic valve on the 
aortic hemodynamics were discussed. The methods of computational fluid analysis were 
summarized in Chapter 2, covering the image-based modeling, CFD modeling as well as 
hemodynamic indices used for evaluation. In Chapter 3, impacts of stenosis of right 
coronary artery on its hemodynamics were discussed on the basis of the computation with 
an X-ray image-based coronary artery model. The hemodynamic effects of BAV 
morphology on aortic hemodynamics were also investigated using integrated, patient-
specific, image-based left ventricle (LV) – aortic valve (AV) – aorta coupling models with 
patient-specific valve morphology (Chapter 4) and with simplified morphology in which 
opening angle of BAV was parametrically varied (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6, making use 
of the advantages of the LV-AV-AA coupling model, the effects of left ventricular torsion, 
which is an essential mechanism in left ventricular dynamics, on hemodynamics in the 
aorta with BAV/tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) were further studied. In these BAV-related 
studies, a subject-adapted 0-1D coupling model was also employed to obtain boundary 
conditions for three-dimensional model to consider the subject-specific global CVS 
hemodynamics. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusion and future tasks were summarized. 
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Fig. 1.1 Cause-specific mortality rate in Japan, 2017 (Based on demographic statistics 
issued by Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, Japan.) 
(URL: https://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/jinkou/kakutei17. Reference date: 
Oct. 29, 2018) 
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic description of 0-1D multiscale coupling model. The main 55 arteries 
are represented by 1D model while the remaining parts were expressed by lumped 
parameter model. (Liang et al. (2009a)). 
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Chapter 2 
Numerical methods and image processing 
  
2.1 Introduction 
In the following Chapters, the image-based models of some specific parts of CVS are 
employed for hemodynamic analysis. In Chapter 3, right coronary artery, which lies in 
the myocardium and has dynamic motion, was focused while an integrated LV-AV-aorta 
coupling model was built up to shed light on the aortic valve hemodynamics in Chapter 
4-6. Here, the model construction procedure and details of multi-block overset CFD 
solver as well as hemodynamic indices, which are used throughout all the studies in this 
thesis, were described.  
 
2.2 Image-based modeling 
2.2.1. Image-based modeling of blood vessels 
Computational models of blood vessels of the aorta and the coronary artery were 
reconstructed based on the data of centerline position and diameter, which was obtained 
from medical images. First, the two mutually-perpendicular medical images of region of 
interest were prepared and imported on Rhinoceros (Robert McNeel and Associates, 
USA), a 3D NURBS software. Subsequently the outline of the vessel was manually 
extracted, and three-dimensional coordinate of vessel centerline, long axis and short axis 
were computed along the vessel (Fig. 2.1A). Finally, based on the data acquired, the cross-
sections along the vessel were approximated by elliptic O-type meshes using in-house 
code written by C to generate computational grids. The resulting grids are structured 
meshes with hexahedral elements. The details of the mesh generation for the coronary 
artery and aorta were separately given below. 
 
a. Coronary artery 
 X-ray angiographic images of right coronary artery were employed for model 
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construction. The image data was provided by Ninth People’s Affiliated Hospital, School 
of Medicine, Shanghai Jiao Tong University. This dataset consists of contrasted right 
coronary artery from mutually-perpendicular planes with 14 time frames. The subject was 
an 82-year-old female who was observed to have a left coronary arterial stenosis. The 
mesh was generated at every frame since the coronary artery changes its shape due to the 
motion caused by the contraction and dilatation of the heart. Owing to the limited number 
of frames in a cardiac cycle, every point of the generated meshes was temporally 
interpolated using cubic spline technique to define grids at intervals between frames and 
to reproduce dynamic motion. The outlet boundary was extended to avoid undesired 
effects from the boundary. The constructed model is shown in Fig.2.1B. 
b. Aorta 
 4D phase contrast (PC)-MRIs taken in sagittal plane at 25 time instants in a cardiac cycle 
were used. The dataset were provided by Northwestern University, USA. Usually the 4D 
PC-MRI dataset includes two kinds of images: one magnitude image and three phase 
images. The magnitude image highlights the vessel geometry while the phase images 
show the three- dimensional velocity components by luminance of the pixel. Here the 
magnitude images were employed to construct the model. Three-dimensional aortic 
geometry was reconstructed by semi-manually processing the DICOM data of the MRIs 
on 3D Slicer, an open source software for image processing (www.slicer.org). Using the 
reconstructed geometry, the mutually-perpendicular images were obtained.  
 Meshes of three branches at the aortic arch, namely the brachiocephalic artery, the left 
common carotid artery, and the left subclavian artery, were generated separately but in 
the same manner to employ an overset, multi-block CFD solver for hemodynamic 
analysis. To ensure smooth transition from aorta to branch, the interface between them 
was smoothed using Bezier curve. As in the case with the coronary artery, all the outlet 
boundaries were extended. 
 To create LV-AV–aorta coupling model, the location of the aortic valve needs to be 
identified. To this end, the slice of aortic valve plane, which is included in MRI dataset 
of left ventricle, was also imported on 3D Slicer. The inlet boundary of the aorta was 
defined at the intersection of the reconstructed aortic geometry and the aortic valve plane 
(Fig.2.2A). 
 The generated aortic mesh is shown in Fig. 2.2B. Since the process includes manual 
work and hence is time-consuming, the aortic model was reconstructed for single time 
instant (end-diastolic phase) in a cardiac cycle. 
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2.2.2 Image-based modeling of the left ventricle 
 In common with aortic model, the left ventricular model was generated by using 
centerline, short axis and long axis extracted from MRIs. The MRI dataset, which was 
also supplied by Northwestern University, USA and includes 25 frames in a cardiac cycle, 
is composed of (1) slices of short axis image, (2) 2, 3 and 4-chamber image, (3) the aortic 
valve images. The short axis images are the slices of left ventricular lumen perpendicular 
to a longitudinal axis of left ventricle; different 12 levels of lumen were captured. 
Conversely, the 2, 3, and 4 chamber images have one slice for each, which shows different 
aspects of longitudinal lumen. 
 The process to generate the models is summarized in Fig. 2.3. The method employed 
here is similar to that used in Cheng-Baron, et al. (2010). First, the left ventricular lumen 
was semi-manually identified using the short axis images on 3D Slicer to reproduce three-
dimensional geometry. The outlines of reconstructed geometry projected on two mutually 
perpendicular planes were computed by NURBS curve on Rhinoceros. As the short axis 
image did not contain the information regarding the position of apex, mitral valve and 
aortic valve, the 3-chamber and 2-chamber images were overlapped on the reconstructed 
left ventricular geometry. Finally, these geometric data were input to the in-house mesh 
generation code written by Fortran to generate the mesh.  
Since the geometry of the left ventricle is not such a simple shape as aorta due to the 
existence of heart valves and sequential connection to left atrium and aorta, a mapping 
method was applied to save processing time. The prototype left ventricular mesh was 
morphed according to the acquired geometric data, leading to subject-specific models. 
The reconstructed model and the comparison of the volume change with that obtained 
from MRI were presented in Fig. 2.3C and Fig.2.4, respectively. As seen in the figures, 
the geometry and volume were reasonably reproduced. Note that the difference of end-
systolic or diastolic volume between the model and MRI was attributed to the position of 
mitral valve cusps, which lies in left ventricular lumen, blur the boundary between the 
left atrium and left ventricle, and hamper the exact estimation of ventricular volume 
(Cheng-Baron, et al. (2010)). 
 
2.2.3 Geometric coupling between left ventricle and aorta 
Separately developed computational meshes of the left ventricle and the aorta were 
combined to generate the LV-AA-aorta coupling model; left ventricular outlet and aortic 
inlet were spatially overlapped for the multi-block overset CFD solver. Since the 
coordinate systems in which two models were constructed were not identical, exact 
positional relationship and spatial orientation are required. Therefore, coordinate 
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transformation was conducted by make use of the information included in the MRI. Every 
image includes the information of its spatial orientation (two vectors forming column and 
row of the image), which facilitates precise determination of the angle and orientation 
between the two models. Here, the two vectors in the column (r = (r1, r2, r3)
T) and row (s 
= (s1, s2, s3)
T) direction of the LV short axis image were used to transform LV from local 
coordinate system, which corresponds to the 3-chamber view of LV, to the patient’s 
coordinate system, where the aorta was reconstructed. Suppose p´ = (x´, y´, z´) and p 
= (x, y, z) are a grid point of LV before and after transformation, since the components 
of two vectors are written in the patient coordinate system, p´ is transformed by 
 
 p= (
x
y
z
) = (
r1 s1´ t1
r2 s2´ t2
r3 s3´ t3
) (
x´
y´
z´
) , (2.1) 
 
where 
 
 t=(t1 t2 t3)
T=
r×s
|r×s|
 ,  s´=(s1´  s2´  s3´)
T=
r×t
|r×t|
.   
 
Note that the vector s´ is introduced to ensure the orthogonality of the vectors. Being 
adjusted spatial location of aortic valve, LV and aorta were geometrically connected. 
Herein, we introduced the transient interface between LV and aorta to ensure smooth 
transition from the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) to the aorta. This is achieved by 
linearly interpolating the displacement of aortic grid points from aortic valve (image-
based displacement) to distal ascending aorta (zero displacement) at all the time instants 
assuming the continuity of the motion. The smoothing spline interpolation was used for 
temporally interpolating moving points (Graham, 1983). 
 
2.3 Computational modeling 
2.3.1 Three-dimensional multi-block overset CFD solver 
a. Governing equations 
For the unsteady flow we used an in-house CFD solver based on a finite volume method 
(Liu and Yamaguchi, 1999). The governing equations are the three-dimensional, 
incompressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes equations written in strong conservation form 
for mass and momentum. The artificial compressibility method is used by adding a 
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pseudo time derivative of pressure to the equation of continuity. For an arbitrary 
deformable control volume V(t), the governing equations in non-dimensional form are 
 
∫ (
∂Q
∂t
+
∂q
∂τ
) dV
V(t)
+ ∫ (
∂F
∂x
+
∂G
∂y
+
∂H
∂z
+
∂Fv
∂x
+
∂Gv
∂y
+
∂Hv
∂z
) dV=
V(t)
0, (2.2) 
 
where 
 
𝑸= [
u
v
w
0
] , q= [
u
v
w
p
] , F= [
u2+p
uv
uw
λu
] , G= [
vu
v2+p
vw
λv
] , H= [
wu
wv
w2+p
λw
],  
Fv=-
1
Re
[
2ux
uy+vx
uz+wx
0
] , Gv=-
1
Re
[
vx+uy
2vx
vz+wy
0
] , Hv=-
1
Re
[
wx+uz
wy+vz
2wz
0
]. 
 
In the preceding equations,  is the pseudo-compressibility coefficient; p is pressure; u, 
v, and w are velocity components in Cartesian coordinate system X, Y, and Z; t denotes 
physical time while τ is pseudo time; and Re is the Reynolds number. Note that the term 
q associated with the pseudo time is designed for an inner-iteration at each physical time 
step and will vanish when the divergence of velocity is driven to zero so as to satisfy the 
equation of continuity. 
b. Fortified solution algorithm, 
 For a solution of multi-block grid system, a fortified solution algorithm was employed 
(Fujii, 1995; Liu, 2009). The semi-discrete form of the Eq. 2.2 can be expressed as 
 
∂
∂t
[VQ]ijk+Rijk+Vijk (
∂q
∂t
)
ijk
=0, (2.3) 
 
where 
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Rijk=(F̂+Fν̂)i+1
2
,j,k
-(F̂+Fν̂)i-1
2
,j,k
+(Ĝ+Gν̂)i,j+1
2
,k
-(Ĝ+Gν̂)i,j-1
2
,k
+(Ĥ+Hν̂)i,j,k+1
2
-
(Ĥ+Hν̂)i,j,k-1
2
, 
e.g. F̂+Fν̂= (f-Qug) ∙Sn
ξ ,  Sn
ξ =[Snx
ξ , Sny
ξ , Snz
ξ ],  
f=(F+Fν, G+Gν, H+Hν). 
 
 
The subscripts (i, j, k) represents a discretized point in grid coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ); ug 
represents the velocity of the grid; Sn
ξ
 denotes the area vector normal to the cell surface, 
where each component means the cell surface area projected on each direction (x, y, z). 
To introduce the fortified solution algorithm, the forcing term was added to the RHS of 
Eq. (2.3) such as 
 
∂
∂t
[VQ]ijk+Rijk+Vijk (
∂q
∂t
)
ijk
=σ(q
f
-q), (2.4) 
 
where σ and q
f
 are a switching parameter and fortified solution, respectively. In the 
overlapped region, the switching parameter 𝜎 was set to be sufficiently large and fluxes 
interpolated from the other block were substituted to q
f
, forcing interpolated fluxes to the 
solution. Otherwise, σ was set to be zero, which led to normal Navier-Stokes equation. 
This algorithm ensures the consistency and accuracy of the solution at the overlapped 
region. In the LV-AV-aorta coupling model, σ was set to be a large value at the interface 
between left ventricle and aorta and between aorta and branches. 
 Eq. 2.4 was further discretized by implicit Euler scheme for time, second-order central 
difference for the viscous term, and first-order upwind difference for the inviscid term 
and an implicit approximated factorization (IAF) scheme was applied to derive solution 
by three successive sweeps in (ξ, η, ζ) directions. 
 
2.3.2 0-1D multi-scale cardiovascular model 
To impose physiological boundary conditions, we applied 0-1D model-based boundary 
conditions, which is derived from a subject-adapted, MRI-based 0-1D model. The 
concept is shown in Fig. 2.5. To the population-averaged 0-1D model (Liang, et al., 2009), 
we applied some subject-specific parameters derived from the MRIs and the geometrical 
model. The applied parameters were (1) the left ventricular volume and its temporal 
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variation, (2) the timing of opening and closure of aortic and mitral valve, (3) the duration 
and timing of atrial and ventricular contraction, and (4) length and radius of the aorta. 
Due to the limited information from the MRIs, the parameters of other arteries and 
peripheral circulation, such as geometry of carotid artery or peripheral resistance, were 
not reflected and kept population-averaged values.  
To incorporate the effects of aortic stenosis (AS) into the model, AS model was also 
used, which is expressed by the pressure difference through the aortic valve Δp
av
 
calculated by the following equation (Garcia, et al. (2006); Liang, et al., (2009)): 
 
 Δp
av
=
1
2
ρQ
av
2 (
1
EOA
-
1
Aao
)
2
+2πρ
∂Q
av
∂t
(
1
EOA
-
1
Aao
)
0.5
, (2.5) 
 
where ρ is density of the blood; t is time; Q
av
 represents flow rate through the aortic 
valve; EOA and Aao are the effective orifice area of the aortic valve and the area of the 
ascending aorta. In the equation, the first and second terms represent the pressure 
difference caused by convective inertia and local inertia, respectively (Garcia, et al. 
(2006)). EOA is known to be less than the actual geometrical orifice (aortic valve annulus 
area), but here it was replaced by the geometric orifice since the MRIs contain no exact 
information on systolic flow jet characteristics. 
 
2.3.3 Valve dynamic modeling 
 The inflow and outflow of the left ventricle were controlled by mitral valve and aortic 
valve, respectively. These valves are composed of two or three cusps and reproducing 
their deformation during opening is difficult and computationally expensive due to the 
viscoelastic property of the valve although some FSI studies were attempted to model its 
dynamics. Therefore, in this study, dynamic modeling of the aortic and mitral valves was 
implemented as shown in Fig. 2.6. By dealing with two camera shutter-like orifices with 
time-varying wall boundaries in a planar disc (Nakamura et al., (2002)). At valve orifices, 
the non-slip condition was employed merely for the leaflets while the opening regions 
had free flows through. Open and closure timings of the mitral and aortic valves were 
estimated based on the reconstructed LV stroke volume curves (Fig. 2.4), at the physical 
time instances with an approximately zero variation.  
 
2.4 Hemodynamic indices 
The hemodynamic indices introduced here is selectively used for each study. To evaluate 
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the WSS directionality, oscillatory shear index (OSI) was computed as  
 
 OSI=
1
2
(1-
τmean
TSM
) , (2.6) 
 
where 
 
τmean= |
1
T
∫ τ(x, t)dt
T
0
| , TSM=
1
T
∫ |τ (x, t)|dt
T
0
.  
 
Here TSM is an abbreviation of temporal shear magnitude and means the cyclic-averaged 
wall shear stress magnitude. 
To assess the skewness and eccentricity of the ascending aortic flow jets, flow angles 
(Cao, et al. (2017); Mahadevia et al. (2014)) and flow displacements (Sigovan, et al., 
2011) were also computed for the cross-section of proximal and middle ascending aorta 
at systolic phase. The flow angle is calculated as 
 
 θ= arccos (
Vmean∙n
|Vmean|
) , (2.7) 
                        
where n denotes normal vector of the plane. The term Vmean expresses a cross-sectional 
mean velocity vector and defined by 
 
Vmean=
∫ VdA
A
A
. (2.8) 
 
The flow displacement is defined by the distance between the center of the plane and the 
center of higher velocity region, which is limited to 85% of the maximal velocity in the 
plane (Cao, et al. (2017)). The degree of helical flow was also measured by helicity 
dencity Hd (Lorenz, et al. (2014)), which is calculated as 
 
Hd =V ∙ ω, (2.9) 
 
where ω is a vorticity vector and defined by 
 
ω= ∇ ×V. (2.10) 
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To evaluate the energy loss throughout the aorta, the recently proposed novel indices, 
pulsatile power index (PPI) and pulsatile energy loss index (PELI), (Liu, et al., 2012; 
Sughimoto, et al., 2014) were computed. PPI and PELI are defined as 
  
 PPI=
1
2
(1 - 
p̂
A
p̃̂
A
) , PELI=2(PPIAoutlet - PPIAinlet), (2.11) 
 
where 
 
PAξ= ∫ (p+
1
2
ρ|V|2)(V ∙ nAξ)dA
A
 
Q
A
t = ∫(V ∙ nAξ)dA
A
 p̂
A
=
P̅Aξ
Q
Amax
 
 P̅Aξ=
1
T
∫ PAξdt
T
0
                                  , 
               
, 
          . 
Q
Amax
=Max(Q
A
t ) 
p̃̂
A
=
P̅Aξ
Q
Amax
 
P̅Aξ=
1
T
∫ |PAξ|dt
T
0
 
 
Here p, V and Q represent blood pressure, velocity vector, and volumetric flow rate at a 
certain cross-section A of aorta with normal vector nAξ, respectively. ξ represents the 
direction normal to the cross-section. Note that PPI was computed throughout the region 
between the inlet (aortic valve) and outlet of the aorta and PELI is the difference of PPI 
between the inlet and outlet. As seen in the definition, PPI is not capable of capturing 
contribution of cross-sectional flow components such as secondary flow to the energy 
loss. Thus, we computed the axis work ratio (AWR), which is calculated by 
  
AWR=
P̅Aξ
P̅Atotal
, (2.12) 
 
where 
 
P̅Atotal=P̅Aξ+P̅Aη+P̅Aζ.  
 
In the preceding equation, ?̅̅?𝐴𝑖  (i= ξ, η, and ζ ) is already defined in Eq. 2.11. The 
subscripts η, and ζ were further defined in each cross-section and forms orthogonal 
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system; ξ is the normal direction while the others are two in-plane directions. Therefore, 
AWR represents the ratio of the work done by blood flow in the axial direction to the total 
work; smaller AWR means larger secondary flow - based energy dissipation. To grasp 
global secondary flow features, mAWR was also computed as 
 
 mAWR=
1
Dout
∫ AWRdξ
Dout
0
, (2.13) 
 
where Dout denotes the distance from the inlet to the outlet of the aorta. 
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Fig. 2.1 Model construction of right coronary artery. A: extraction of arterial outlines 
on Rhinoceros. The left and right window are two mutually perpendicular views. B: the 
reconstructed mesh. The O-type mesh was applied to each cross-section. 
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Fig. 2.3 Generation of the left ventricular mesh. A: the slices of short axis images were 
processed to derive the skeleton of the left ventricle on 3D slicer. The 2 and 3-chamber 
images were then superimposed on the skeleton to retrieve outlines and position of the 
aortic valve, mitral valve and the apex. B: The working view of detection of the 
geometrical data on Rhinoceros. C: The reconstructed left ventricular mesh. 
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Fig. 2.4 Volume variation of reconstructed left ventricle model (black line). The dot 
line and dashed line represents the end-diastolic and end-systolic left ventricular 
volume measured with MRI, respectively. The end-diastolic volume of the model was 
adjusted to that of MRI, leading to identical value.   
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Fig. 2.6 Modeling of aortic valve. The a-b plane represents an aortic valve -mitral valve 
plane. The opening region was regarded as computational region while closed region 
due to valve cusps was regarded as non-slip wall. The same manner was applied to 
mitral valve. The case of symmetrical bicuspid aortic valve is shown here as an 
example. vvalve, velocity of valves; n, vector normal to the valve plane; p, pressure.  
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Chapter 3 
Hemodynamics in the right coronary artery 
with/without stenosis 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Coronary arteries are originated from aortic root and lie on the surface of heart muscle 
to supply blood saturated with oxygen to muscle cells. Coronary stenosis, which 
progresses in coronary arteries and leads to cardiac infarction in most cases, is one of the 
major cardiovascular diseases induced by atherosclerosis. Progression of atherosclerosis 
is presumed to result from permeation of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol 
through endothelial cells and to have close relationship with hemodynamic factors such 
as the WSS and its directionality, which is described in Chapter 1. Actually, a recent study 
by Eshtehardi et al., (2012) clarified that both higher WSS and lower WSS in coronary 
arteries play an important role in rupture and progression of plaque, which points to its 
clinical importance as well as the uniqueness of its hemodynamic characteristics.  
Blood flow in coronary arteries is in general characterized by the opposite phase 
compared with other main arteries, which becomes larger in diastolic phase (Sabiston and 
Gregg, (1957)). On the other hand, coronary arteries also show dynamic movements and 
deformations, which involve two periodical changes of a global vessel dynamics induced 
by the dilation or contraction of heart and a local vessel wall deformation owing to vessel 
compliance. 
The global vessel dynamics usually comes out in a form of torsion or translation of 
coronary arteries; the local vessel deformation results in variation of vessel diameters due 
to the pressure wave of blood flow. Additionally, coronary arteries are affected by cardiac 
contraction, which is called “mechanical crosstalk” (Lee and Smith, (1957)); a 3~5 mm 
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diameter of major coronary arteries further enhances the difficulty to quantify the three-
dimensional flow structures in velocity and pressure. Because of such complexity and 
difficulty, coronary arteries have often been studied with neglecting both vessel dynamics 
and compliance (Zeng, et al., (2003); Kim, et al., (2010)) in computational fluid dynamic 
approaches. In the few studies with consideration of the vessel dynamics and compliance, 
Zeng, et al., (2003) reported that the vessel dynamics had less effect on hemodynamics 
of human right coronary artery compared with the flow rate waveform imposed on inlet 
as boundary conditions. On the contrary, Ramaswamy, et al., (2004) pointed out that the 
dynamics and compliance did influence on the hemodynamics of human right coronary 
artery. This controversy probably comes from the different conditions employed such as 
stenosis or non-stenosis, three-dimensional anatomic geometry of blood vessels and 
vessel dynamics, and boundary conditions imposed on inlet and/or outlets. Actually, the 
right coronary arterial model by Ramaswamy et al. was stenosed, however, Zeng et al. 
used a non-stenosed model. Therefore, it is important to perform a systematic study on 
the effects of dynamics and compliance on hemodynamics in coronary artery under 
various conditions.  
In this chapter, a comprehensive answer to this controversy were given through an 
extensive study on whether and how the vessel dynamics and compliance in a right 
coronary artery model affect its hemodynamic characteristics under stenotic/non-stenotic 
condition. Particularly, The X-ray angiographic image-based right coronary artery model, 
which is explained in Chapter 2, was reconstructed with reproducing coronary vessel 
movement (dynamics) and deformation (compliance). The effects of flow-rate–based 
boundary conditions at inlet were further investigated. 
 
3.2 Computational models 
The image-based model of the right coronary artery was reconstructed as described in 
Sec. 2.2.1a (Fig.3.1). The heart rate was observed to be approximately 60 bpm from the 
images. The main aim of this study is to evaluate the hemodynamic effects of vessel 
dynamics and compliance in non-stenosed and stenosed arteries. Based on the prototype 
model of the right coronary artery as shown in Fig. 3.2A B, we further built up a 
symmetrically stenosed model with a stenosis rate of 75%, which was artificially added 
more than 2.5 diameters downstream the inlet (Fig. 1B). Note that the case with a 75% 
stenosis is clinical criteria because a positive action, such as percutaneous coronary 
intervention or coronary bypass graft surgery, is usually taken when the stenosis rate 
exceeds 75%, which is defined as: 
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 Stenosis rate [%] =
𝐴𝑠
𝐴𝑛
× 100, (3.1) 
where As and An are the area of stenosed and normal cross-section, respectively. 
 In order to estimate the effects of dynamics and compliance of stenosed / non-stenosed 
coronary artery, physiological, compliance, and dynamic models for each arterial model 
were further developed; physiological model has both dynamics and compliance, 
compliance model only compliance, and dynamic model only dynamics. Compliance 
model and dynamic model were developed using time-averaged datasets of centerline and 
cross-sectional diameter, respectively.  
 
3.2.2. Boundary conditions 
A volumetric flow rate waveform imposed on inlet as a boundary condition was 
extracted from Matsuo, et al., (1988), which had been measured in a normal female with 
Doppler flow-meter catheter (Fig. 3.3). At inlet a velocity profile was assumed to be fully 
developed in the form of Womersley solutions while a zero-gradient condition was 
imposed for pressures; at outlet a zero-gradient condition was for velocity and the 
pressure was set to be zero. Computational parameters are given in Table 3.1 in which a 
reference length and a reference velocity were defined to be the coronary diameter and 
the time-averaged mean velocity at inlet. Because the flow rate at inlet was not identical 
to the geometric model of the right coronary artery, a specific tuning method was hereby 
introduced to well synchronize the vessel movement and deformation with the flow rate 
waveform based on the CT angiographic images. This was realized based on the fact that 
most contrast agent injected into the coronary remains to harbor at the inlet during diastole 
but is flowed away downstream the aorta during systole (Fig. 3.4). 
For an extensive study to investigate how vessel compliance and flow rate waveform 
influence on coronary hemodynamics, additional computations were carried out with 
three different flow rate waveforms as well as different vessel stiffness. In addition to the 
waveform shown in Fig. 3.3, we constructed other two waveforms (Fig. 3.5) where B was 
extracted from Atbek et al., (1975) and C was taken to be an 180ﾟphase-delayed as shown 
in Fig. 3.3. These waveforms were adjusted so that each mean flow rate was equal to 1.65 
ml/s. For the vessel stiffness, four cases with the maximal deformation in diameter from 
0%, 6%, 12% up to 15% were employed (Fig. 3.6), based on the studies by Lee and Smith, 
(2012), Atbek, et al., (1975), Qiu and Tarbell, (2000), and Reddy, et al., (1993). Note that 
here all the cross-sections were assumed to change with the same rate in the change of 
diameter at each time instant. All computations were undertaken up to five cycles so as 
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to obtain a stationary stage of the velocities and pressures; and the computed flow fields 
were then visualized with commercial software of FIELDVIEW (Intelligent Light, USA). 
 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Effects of vessel dynamics and compliance on coronary artery 
hemodynamics without stenosis 
The rate of spatial-averaged diameter change of the coronary model as shown in Fig. 
3.2C is apparently out of phase with the flow rate waveform (Fig. 3.3). This is due to the 
contribution of coronary pressure and resistance in distal capillary arteries. During 
systole, the aortic pressure increases, leading to increasing the coronary pressure and 
hence expanding right coronary artery while a higher resistance in distal capillary arteries 
impedes coronary blood flow. During diastole, the coronary pressure decreases with the 
resistance lowered in distal capillary arteries leads to reducing the diameter of right 
coronary artery and hence increasing the coronary blood flow (Weissman, et al., (1995); 
Westerhof, et al., (2006); Zeng, et al., (2008)). Velocity vectors and WSSs associated with 
the three models without stenosis are first visualized and illustrated in Fig. 3.7.  
It is seen that at the end of diastole the flow migrates toward the outer wall and 
consequently shows a high WSS region in all the three models. However, these does exist 
some pronouncing difference among them. Comparing the physiological model (A) to the 
compliance model (B), obvious stronger migrating flow in the physiological model (A) 
were seen and hence a higher WSS region at the outer wall though time courses of spatial-
averaged WSS of two models are almost the same. On the other hand, no significant 
difference is observed in the spatial distribution of WSS between the physiological (A) 
and the dynamic models (C) though obvious difference is shown in time courses of WSS 
due to lower WSS at inner wall of curvature downstream the dynamic model. The 
difference of WSS observed downstream the models was also reported by the previous 
study (Zeng, et al., (2008)). To evaluate the oscillation feature of coronary hemodynamics 
we further introduce the oscillatory shear index (OSI), which is defined as: 
 OSI =
1
2
(1 −
𝜏𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝜏𝑎𝑏𝑠
), (3.2) 
where 
 𝜏𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
1
𝑇
|∫ 𝜏𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
|,  𝜏𝑎𝑏𝑠 =
1
𝑇
∫ |𝜏|
𝑇
0
𝑑𝑡,  𝜏 = 𝜇
𝜕(𝐮−𝐮𝐠)
𝜕𝜁
. (3.3) 
Here T denotes cardiac duration,  viscosity, u velocity vector in world coordinate system, 
ug velocity of vessel wall, and  coordinate of grid perpendicular to vessel wall. As 
discussed by many conventional studies on relationship between the high OSI location 
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and cardiovascular diseases (Taylor et al., (1998); Torii et al., (2009)), we made a specific 
focus on how vessel dynamics and compliance affected the OSI distribution. There exists 
a pronounced trend that comparatively higher OSIs are observed on both inner and outer 
walls in the physiological (A) and the dynamic (C) models owning to the vessel 
movement. However, obviously it is hard to figure out the difference of OSIs between the 
compliance model and the other two models, which is a margin less than 0.01 over a range 
of OSIs from 0 to 0.5 (Fig. 3.7). 
 
3.3.2 Effects of vessel dynamics and compliance on coronary artery 
hemodynamics with stenosis 
Then an extended study was undertaken of the effects of vessel dynamics and 
compliance on coronary artery hemodynamics with a 75% stenosed model (Fig. 3.8). 
Interestingly a high WSS region is seen upstream the stenosis while a large recirculation 
zone is also observed at inner wall downstream the stenosis. Furthermore, the time 
courses of spatial-averaged WSSs show a pronounced difference between the 
physiological model (A) and the compliance model (B) particularly at end-diastole (t / 
T=0.25) but almost the same trend in case of non-stenosed model. Obviously, the OSIs 
are remarkably increased in the 75% stenosed model compared with those in the non-
stenosed model (Fig. 3.7). This is because that the stenosis results in accelerating the 
blood flow upstream the stenosis and a large-scale flow separation downstream the 
stenosis, respectively. In addition, we find a pronounced difference in the OSI 
distributions among the three models with 75% stenosis: higher OSIs are observed at the 
stenosis in the physiological model and dynamic model but are not in the compliance 
model (Fig. 3.8). Moreover, the OSIs downstream the stenosis shows higher values in the 
dynamic model rather than in the physiological model. Figure 3.9 shows the OSIs 
distribution along the inner and outer walls, in which two peaks are observed at the 
stenosis (l / L=0.20) and downstream the stenosis (l / L=0.30~0.40), separately. 
Apparently, the existence of the stenosis leads to a significantly different OSI distribution 
among the physiological model (A), the compliance model (B), and the dynamic model 
(C), which are not seen in the non-stenosed model. The OSIs in the 75% stenosed model 
are obviously largely increased showing some variation over a range from 0.01 up to 0.22 
with consideration of the coronary artery dynamics and/or compliance (Fig. 3.9), whereas 
the range is largely reduced to a margin in less than 0.01 in the non-stenosed model. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
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In all the cases with consideration of vessel dynamics, a strong flow migration toward 
the outer wall was observed in the physiological and compliance models particularly at 
systole when the coronary artery has its maximum centerline velocity, which is observed 
from end-diastole to early-systole. With respect to the effects of vessel dynamics on 
coronary artery hemodynamics, our results demonstrate that a distinct difference in OSI 
distributions between physiological and dynamic models is remarkable in the case of a 
75% stenosed model but is a margin in a non-stenosed, normal coronary artery. On one 
hand, this is because velocities of the blood flow in the coronary arteries are much higher 
than those owing to the vessel dynamics (Fig. 3.10). Actually, our computed velocities of 
the vessel dynamics, or the centerline velocities of the coronary artery, were 
approximately one-fourth of time-averaged flow velocity in the coronary artery, which is 
in reasonable agreement with those by previous studies (Torii et al., (2009); Lee and 
Smith, (2012)). On the other hand, a remarkable increase in the OSIs downstream the 
stenosis relates to the local large-scale flow separation downstream the stenosis where the 
blood flow is largely disturbed and easily to be influenced by the vessel dynamics-induced 
inertial forces. In some previous work, the computed OSIs show more complicated 
distribution than that in this study even in a normal coronary artery (Torii et al., 2009), 
which may be because the complicated geometric models of coronary arteries were used 
with more realistic spatial curvatures and torsions. Therefore, with consideration of the 
uncertainty in image digitizing, the vessel outline tracking and the calculation of vessel 
dynamics may have involved some numerical errors more or less in the present models. 
A further extended study were made on the influence of a possible variation in the vessel 
compliance of the coronary artery on the coronary artery hemodynamics. The variation 
in the vessel compliance was within a physiological range from 6% to 15% in a rate of 
diameter change based on previous studies (Lee and Smith, (2012); Atbek et al., (1975); 
Qiu and Tarbell, (2000); Reddy, et al., (1993)). As shown in Fig. 3.11, the results 
demonstrate that the effect of compliance-induced influence was indeed a margin 
compared with that owing to vessel dynamics. 
In addition, we investigated the hemodynamic dependency of the flow rate waveform at 
inlet by introducing two more waveforms as shown in Fig. 3.5: one was obtained by 
modifying the original one to have a phase difference of 180 degrees compared to the 
waveform in Fig. 3.3, and the other was extracted from the study by Atbek et al., (1975). 
The results demonstrate that the effects of vessel movement and deformation on the 
hemodynamics of the coronary artery with crucial stenosis are important regardless of the 
inlet flow and vessel compliance.  
There are some limitations in our study. First, the only one patient was involved in this 
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study. Because morphologic expression of coronary artery is different from each other 
(Ballesteros, et al., (2011)), the number of patients directly affects the generality of the 
result. Second, the resolution of CTA images is not very high, which may more or less 
affect the accuracy of computational model. In particular, the wall deformation owing to 
vessel compliance is relatively small compared to that of vessel dynamics. Thirdly, the 
flow volume rate waveform imposed on inlet as a boundary condition is extracted from a 
literature, which is not a patient-specific one identical to the geometric model of the right 
coronary artery. In spite of these limitations, a systematic study of these effects were 
carried out, confirming that these limitations would not affect the conclusion reached 
here. Furthermore, the results show reasonable and consistent agreement with the 
previous studies by Zeng et al., (2008) and Ramaswamy et al., (2004).  
 
3.5 Summary 
Three-dimensional image-based coronary arterial models with consideration of vessel 
dynamics and compliance were constructed and those effects on hemodynamics of human 
right coronary artery were investigated by means of computational analysis. 
Consequently, the results proved the vessel dynamics and compliance can extend 
significant influence on a stenosed coronary artery compared with a non-stenosed 
coronary artery. This fact therefore point to the importance that the vessel dynamics and 
compliance in a crucially stenosed coronary artery can be a key issue in influencing the 
OSI distributions, which should be taken into account.    
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Fig. 3.1 Image-based models of non-stenosed (A) and 75% stenosed (B) human right 
coronary arteries at mid-diastolic: t / T=0. The reconstructed computational model is 
superimposed onto X-ray angiographic images, with a grid of 65100: 100 in axial 
direction, 31 in circumferential direction and 21 in radial direction. 
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Fig. 3.2 Reconstructed coronary artery models in a cardiac cycle: coronal plane (A) and 
sagittal plane (B). Black lines show the centerline of coronary model. a, b and c indicate 
the location of coronary model at t/T=0, 0.30 and 0.60, respectively. (C): Spatial-
averaged rate of diameter change of the reconstructed coronary model. The diameter at 
each time instant was normalized by that at t/T=0. ED and ES are abbreviation for end-
diastole and end-systole, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.3 Volumetric flow rate waveform imposed on inlet as a Dirichlet boundary 
condition, which was extracted from Matsuo, et al., (1988). The flow rate waveform 
was normalized by mean flow rate Qmean=1.65 [ml/s]. ED and ES are abbreviation for 
end-diastole and end-systole, respectively. 
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Table 3.1 Computational parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reference length L  2.48×10-3 m 
Reference velocity U  0.342 m/s 
Kinematic viscosity  3.65×10-6 m2/s 
Cardiac period T 1.0 s 
Reynolds number Re 232 
Strouhal number  St 0.0073 
Pseudo-compressibility coefficient  1.0 
Time step dt 0.1 ms 
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Fig. 3.4 The X-ray angiographic images at t / T=0.36 (A: diastole) and t / T=0.43 (B: 
systole). A white circle indicates the remaining contrast agent at the coronary inlet or 
aortic root (A); the contrast agent is invisible at systole (B), which is flowed away 
downstream the aorta. 
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Fig. 3.5 Volumetric flow rate waveforms employed for the additional study. A is from 
Matsuo, et al., (1988) (Fig. 3.3); B is extracted from Atbek et al., (1975); and C is 180° 
phase-delayed waveform of A. All flow rate waveform were normalized by mean flow 
rate Qmean=1.65 ml/s. 
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Fig. 3.6 Rates of diameter change employed to an extensive study of compliance 
dependency. The solid line is based on the results due to X-ray angiographic images 
(maximum deformation of 12%), while the other dashed lines are generated artificially. 
Each curve is applied to all the cross-sections equally. 
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Fig. 3.7 Hemodynamics of normal right coronary arteries: upper panel shows 
distributions of wall shear stress and velocity vector for three models of physiological 
model (A), compliance model (B), and dynamic model (C) at t / T=0.25 (end-diastolic 
phase); middle panel represents the OSI distributions; lower panel shows time courses 
of spatial-averaged WSS. 
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Fig. 3.8 Hemodynamics of 75% stenosed coronary arteries: upper panel shows 
distributions of wall shear stress and velocity vector for three models of physiological 
model (A), compliance model (B), and dynamic model (C) at t / T=0.25 (end-diastolic 
phase); middle panel represents the OSI distribution; lower panel shows time courses 
of spatial-averaged WSS.   
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Fig. 3.9 OSI distributions along inner wall (a) and outer wall (b). A, B and C are 
physiological model, compliance model and dynamic model, respectively.  
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Fig. 3.10 Time-varying inlet flow velocities, vessel centerline velocities, and the rates 
of diameter change in a cardiac cycle. Note that the centerline velocities and the rates 
of diameter change are spatially averaged across each section. Negative rates of 
diameter change correspond to contraction of vessel wall whereas positive value means 
expansion. 
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Fig. 3.11 OSI distributions of four models that have deferent values of compliance; 
Maximum rates of diameter change of A, B, C, and D were adjusted to 0% (rigid), 6%, 
12%, and 15%, respectively. The vessel dynamics was also taken into account in the 
computations. 
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Chapter 4 
Integrated patient-specific image-based model in 
patient with BAV 
 
4.1 Introduction  
Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is one of the common congenital heart diseases affecting 
1.3% of population (Verma and Siu, (2014)), and attracts clinician’s attention due to its 
valvular dysfunction and association with aortic aneurysm (Sabet, et al., (1999); Sievers 
and Sievers, (2011)). Compared with a normal tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) with three 
semilunar leaflets, BAVs are composed of two uneven leaflets, normally with fused 
commissure (raphe) in the large leaflet. Based on the feature of fused cusps, opening 
orientation and raphe, BAVs are normally classified into three groups: bicuspid valves 
without raphe, bicuspid valves with raphe, and unicuspid valve with two raphes (Fazel et 
al., (2008); Russo et al., (2008); Sabet et al., (1999); Sievers and Schmidtke, (2007)). It 
is further observed that 70-80% of the BAV patients with raphe show a right non-coronary 
fusion (RN fusion) pattern whereas 10-20% belong to a right-left coronary fusion (RL 
fusion) pattern.  
Aortic abnormalities of aortic aneurysm and aortic dissection are frequently observed in 
BAV patients normally with 40-60% suffered from aortic aneurysms (Sievers and Sievers, 
(2011)). BAV phenotype was observed to specifically correlate with the location of the 
aneurysmal development (Huntington et al., (1997); Schaefer et al., (2007)). Particularly, 
it was reported that the BAVs with RL fusion were associated with the larger aortic root 
dimensions during younger age and the fusion of right-and non-coronary cusp could 
induce aortic aneurysms in aortic arch (Russo et al., (2008); Schnell et al., (2016); Verma 
and Siu, (2014)). How the BAV phenotype impacts on the aortic hemodynamics and how 
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it triggers and/or facilitates the development of aortic aneurysms however remain unclear 
and even controversial.  
The BAV hemodynamics has been studied by means of four-dimensional, phase contrast 
magnetic resonance imaging (4D PC- MRI) and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
modeling. The 4D PC-MRI-based analyses normally show that the BAV-induced blood 
flow fields in aorta are characterized by an intense and helical systolic jet, which can be 
altered by the valve phenotypes (Hope et al., (2011), (2010)). MRI studies further found 
out that the BAV phenotype determined the systolic jet direction (Barker, et al., (2014); 
Rodoriguez-Palomares, et al., (2018)). Moreover, helicity density or energy dissipation in 
the BAV patients was calculated based on MRI visualization to differentiate BAV flow 
features and to quantify the risk of valvular diseases (Garcia, et al., (2017); Barker, et al., 
(2014)). However, in the 4D PC-MRI-based studies, the limited resolution in visualizing 
local flow velocities is usually an issue (Stankovic et al., (2014)), which can lead to poor 
or even inaccurate estimates of wall shear stresses (WSS) (Piatti et al. (2017)). On the 
other hand, the CFD modeling of BAV hemodynamics with image-based anatomic 
models of aorta and/or aortic valves has also been proven to be a powerful tool to highly 
resolve the helical feature of systolic flow while accurately estimating the local WSS and 
oscillatory shear index (OSI) (Cao et al. (2017); Faggiano et al., (2013)). Among these 
previous studies, however, we hardly see any studies with a focus on specific the impact 
of BAV phenotypes on aortic hemodynamics in combination with left ventricle (LV) 
dynamics in a complete cardiac cycle and valve morphologies in a patient-specific manner. 
The interplay among LV, aortic valve and aorta can affect the aortic hemodynamics in an 
integral way. The present study herein aims to establish an integrated LV-aortic valve-
aorta model, in a patient-specific manner under the physiological conditions, and assess 
the effects of the BAV phenotypes on the hemodynamics in the aorta in terms of two 
newly proposed energetic indices of pulsatile power index (PPI) and pulsatile energy loss 
index (PELI), which are presented in Sec. 2.4. 
 
4.2 Method 
4.2.1 Geometric models 
Integrated LV-aorta anatomic models were constructed based on the 4D PC-MR images 
of three subjects as summarized in Table 4.1, involving a TAV and two BAVs with right-
noncoronary (BAV-RN) and right-left coronary ((BAV-RL)) fusions, respectively. The 
voxel sizes are summarized in Table 4.2. Based on these data and the methods described 
in Sec. 2.2.2-2.2.3, we reconstructed one healthy and two patient-specific models were 
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substantially built up as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.  
 
4.2.2 Computational fluid dynamic modeling 
The CFD analysis was conducted with the in-house CFD code presented in Sec. 2.3.1. 
Grid independency was confirmed that the grid systems of 150×31×21 in the aorta and 
60×49×49 in the LV (Fig. 4.2), which were clustered to the vessel-wall surfaces, aortic 
branches as well as the aortic and mitral valves, were sufficient to resolve the disturbed 
flows in the LV and aorta. A time increment of 0.001 was further verified to be small 
sufficiently to ensure the numerical convergence and accuracy. The flow rates at outlets 
turned out to reach a stable stage from the 9th cardiac cycle with a difference less than 
1.0% compared with that of previous cycle, and thus all the simulations were carried out 
for 10 cardiac cycles with the results at the 10th cycle used in post-processing and analyses. 
The computations were parallelized with 12 threads (Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-5930K CPU, 
6 cores, 3.50GHz), which cost us up to 5 days to compute 10 cardiac cycles. 
Computational parameters for five models are summarized in Table 4.3. Here the 
viscosity and density of the blood were presumed to be 0.0035 Pa∙s and 1060 kg/m3, 
respectively. The flow fields were visualized with Paraview (www.paraview.org). 
 
4.2.3 Physiological boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions were computed with 0-1D model, as shown in Sec. 2.3.2. The 
computed waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.3. For the LV, LA-LV-AA pressure waveforms 
were calculated and imposed on the corresponding region. In the aorta, flow rate 
waveforms were imposed at the outlets of the three branches at aortic arch whereas the 
cardiac cycle-averaged pressure in descending aorta was employed as outlet BC of the 
aorta. In addition, non-slip condition was imposed at all walls of the LV, LA, valves and 
vessels while the Neumann condition was used at the inlet (mitral valve) and outlets (aorta 
arch).  
 
4.2.4 Valve dynamic modeling 
Mitral valve and aortic valve were modeled by the method shown in Sec. 2.3.3. Herein, 
as shown in Table 4.3, five aortic valve models were constructed: a normal TAV with a 
fully opening area and two BAVs (BAV-parallel and BAV- perpendicular at an angle of 
0° or 90° to mitral valve, respectively) with symmetric opening for a healthy LV-aorta 
model, as well as BAV-RN and BAV-RL for two image-based, patient-specific LV-aorta 
models. For the idealized BAV models, the maximum area was set to be approximately 
half of the annulus area because BAVs commonly show a stenotic feature due to cusp 
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fusion.  
 The results of computations were compared in the following way. (1) The five aortic 
valve models shown in Table 4.3 were compared to see the effects of valve phenotypes 
both in the normal/patient LV-aorta geometries. (2) To merely focus on the effects of 
simplified/patient-specific valve phenotypes on aortic hemodynamics, the four bicuspid 
valve cases (BAV-parallel, -perpendicular, -RN, -RL) were compared with equipped to 
the normal LV-AA model. Herein, the boundary conditions for the normal geometry with 
the two patient-specific BAV models were separately prepared since the stroke volume, 
cardiac period, stenotic rate were not identical to those in the BAV patients’ models (Fig. 
4.3 (E) (F)). 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1. 4D MRI visualization-based validation  
   Computed flow fields in a healthy TAV model and two patient specific models were 
firstly validated through comparison with 4D MRI visualizations. As illustrated in Fig. 
4.4, instantaneous streamlines were drawn at the end-systole for the healthy TAV (Fig. 
4.4A) as well as the BAV-RN (Fig. 4.4B) and BAV-RL (Fig. 4.4C). In both healthy and 
patient-specific models, it is seen that the simulation results capture the flow features 
reasonably and match well to the MRI visualizations in terms of overall flow patterns as 
well as the local systolic jets and disturbed flow traits.  
 
4.3.2. Flow characteristics in healthy TAV and artificial BAV models 
Figure 4.5 illustrates streamlines and WSSs in TAV, BAV-parallel and BAV- 
perpendicular models at peak-systole. In the TAV model (Fig. 4.5A), overall a smooth 
mainstream was observed throughout the aorta with a small-disturbed region being 
formed in the inner curvature of the proximal descending aorta. The WSSs were 
distributed homogeneously with a peak of 9.5 Pa at the inner aortic root. On the contrary, 
the flow structures in the two BAV models (Fig. 4.5B, 4.5C) were obviously characterized 
by a strong systolic jet being formed at the BAVs while ejecting toward the outer wall of 
the ascending aorta as well as a large-scaled disturbed region at the inner wall. This 
resulted in a remarkable elevation in WSSs adjacent to the location mostly impacted by 
the jet with a peak of 20.3Pa in the BAV-parallel model (Fig. 4.5B) and 28.5Pa in the 
BAV- perpendicular model (Fig. 4.5C), respectively.  
The three-dimensional and transient features of the disturbed flows were further 
visualized in terms of the end-systolic flow angle and displacement (Fig. 4.6A), three-
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dimensional velocity magnitude (Fig. 4.6B), and OSIs (Fig. 4.6C). Clearly, the BAVs 
facilitated the formation of the jet with its momentum enhanced remarkably and the high-
speed core migrated toward the right-lateral aspect of the ascending aorta. 
Correspondingly, the OSIs (Fig. 4.6C) turn out to increase significantly at the left-lateral 
aspect of the aortic arch and ascending aorta in the two BAV models whereas the BAV-
parallel presents a marked elevation particularly in the descending aorta. At the proximal 
ascending aorta, the right-lateral aspect and left-lateral aspects showed elevated OSI in 
the BAV-parallel and BAV-perpendicular models, respectively. On the other hand, the 
systolic jet impingement at the outer curvature of ascending aorta seems to lower the OSIs 
in the BAV models.  
 
4.3.3. Patient-specific BAV-aorta hemodynamics 
The two patient-specific BAV models demonstrate remarked difference in aortic 
hemodynamics as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Characterized by the asymmetric feature of 
orifice’s location and orientation, the streamlines in the two patient-specific BAVs models 
presented significantly skewed systolic jets and large-scaled swirl regions in the 
ascending aorta with pronounced discrepancy (Fig. 4.7A). Correspondingly, the WSSs 
(Fig. 4.7B) showed a peak of 12.0 Pa at the left-lateral wall of the aortic root in BAV-RL 
but of 8.0 Pa at the anterior wall of the ascending aorta in BAV-RN. Such asymmetric 
phenotype effects of BAVs were further visualized with the in-plane velocity distributions 
(speed contours) as depicted in Fig. 4.7C, which can also be confirmed by the larger 
discrepancy of flow angle and displacement compared to artificial BAV cases (Fig. 4.6B, 
4.7D, 4.7E). This led to a pronounced elevation in OSIs (Fig. 4.7F) at the anterior aortic 
root and the posterior aspect of ascending aorta in BAV-RL but an increase at the lateral 
aspect of aortic arch in BAV-RN. 
 
4.3.4. PPI, PELI and AWR 
BAV-aorta hemodynamics was further evaluated in terms of energy loss by the two 
newly proposed indices (Liu et al. (2012); Sughimoto et al., (2014)) of PPI and PELI. 
Also, AWR was depicted in Fig. 4.8 for both TAV and BAV models. All the 5 models 
marked a pronounced local elevation of PPI over a range of 0.03 - 0.1 at the ascending 
aorta and aortic arch. The PELI showed a extremely low value of -0.015 in TAV but 
elevated significantly to 0.09-0.34 in all BAVs. The AWR showed larger values in TAV 
compared with BAV-parallel and BAV-perpendicular models, implying that greater 
secondary flow-induced energy loss occurred in BAV. While being marked with an 
equivalent value of PELI (Fig. 4.8B), PPI showed an increase by 0.084 in the proximal 
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ascending aorta (approximately 8cm-10cm from the aortic arch) of the BAV-parallel 
model but in the distal ascending aorta (5-7cm from the aortic arch) of the BAV-
perpendicular model (Fig. 4.8A).    
On the other hand, the association between the three-dimensional flow feature and 
energetics revealed to be more individual or patient-specific. In the two patient-specific 
BAV-RN and BAV-RL models, while much stronger systolic jets and complicated 
secondary flows (Fig. 4.7) were observed, there was pronounced discrepancy in PPI (Fig. 
4.8A) and PELI (Fig. 4.8B) between the two models: both PPI and PELI showed lower 
values compared with those of the simplified BAV models. Given the large disturbed flow 
regions, the AWR (Fig. 4.8C), however, showed lower values comparatively in the 5 
models, 
 
4.4 Discussion 
With a specific focus on the effects of BAV’s opening pattern on the aortic 
hemodynamics by employing both simplified and patient-specific valve morphologies, 
the CFD analyses were carried out. the findings is that phenotype and orientation of the 
BAV play a critical role in determining the direction and strength of systolic jets, the 
maximal WSS, and the axial location of high OSI regions and energy dissipation; these 
phenomena are more pronounced in the patient-specific models.  
 
4.4.1 BAV-based hemodynamics: systolic jet, WSS, OSI 
The effects of valve phenotypes on aortic hemodynamics was previously discussed in 
the cases of simplified TAV and BAV models as by Cao et al. 2017, in which the authors 
elucidated that the flow metrics such as skewness and eccentricity were not largely 
affected by valve phenotypes compared to aorta geometry. Hence, skewness and 
eccentricity were not sufficient to fully characterize BAV flow characteristics, whereas 
peak WSS and OSI showed marked difference. This was confirmed in our healthy subject 
models with three simplified valves: the systolic jets in both BAV models deviated 
similarly toward the convexity of the middle ascending aorta (Figures 6A, 6B) while the 
location and magnitude of the peak WSSs as well as OSI distribution (Figure 6C) were 
largely dependent on the opening pattern. With consideration of the same flow rate 
through aortic valves in the models, such discrepancy in aortic hemodynamics was likely 
caused by the geometric characteristics associated with LV outflow to ascending aorta 
and BAV phenotype.  
The patient-specific models of BAV-RN and BAV-RL demonstrated a marked focal 
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difference between BAV morphologies for all hemodynamic metrics affected by the 
systolic jet, such as WSS, and OSI (Fig. 4.7). These features have been observed in 
previous 4D MRI-based studies (Verma and Siu, 2014; Barker et al. 2012; van Ooij et al. 
2014). The systolic jets in RL-fusion and RN fusion cases impinged upon right-anterior 
aspect of proximal ascending aorta and right–posterior aspect of distal arch, respectively 
(Fig. 4.7A), which was consistent with the previous findings despite the absence of 
leaflets and suggested the dominant contribution of orifice shape to biscupid aortopathy 
hemodynamics. Moreover, in our recent study (Fujiwara et al., 2018) we found that the 
systolic jet characteristics and peak-WSS became more sensitive to valve opening angle 
as the degree of stenotic rate increased in BAV patients with non-dilated aorta. Therefore, 
patient-specific BAV phenotypes likely play a critical role in initiating a morphotype-
dependent abnormal flow jet particularly at the ascending aorta, which may substantially 
lead to the phenotype-dependent aortic dilatation in terms of aortic aneurysm and/or aortic 
dissection.  
 
4.4.2 BAV-based energy loss: PPI, PELI, AWR  
In this study, for the first time, three new hemodynamic metrics of PPI, PELI and AWR 
were introduced to quantitatively evaluate the energy loss of pulsatile flow with regards 
to the hemodynamics in the aorta associated with the BAV. The MRI-based method 
proposed by Barker et al. (2014) is employed in quantifying the energy dissipation of 
systolic jet in aorta based on a single image during systole. The present indices of PPI and 
PELI enable the estimation of energy loss in an integral manner, in a complete cardiac 
cycle at any location of the blood vessel of interest (Fig. 4.8A, 4.8B) with consideration 
of the three-dimensional flow structures.  
For the simplified BAV models, the results revealed that BAVs have much more energy 
loss than TAV in particular in the ascending aorta (Fig. 4.8A, 4.8B), and the PPI 
distribution was characterized by the opening pattern (Fig. 4.8A). While having the 
equivalent PELIs, the PPI distributions between BAV-parallel and BAV-perpendicular 
models were significantly different in the proximal and distal portions of the ascending 
aorta, respectively. For the patient-specific models, corresponding to the marked 
discrepancies in the hemodynamic metrics of WSS and OSI (Fig. 4.7), much larger 
differences were observed between the two models in both PPI and PELI (Fig. 4.8A, 
4.8B). Moreover, in BAV-RL, the axial energy dissipation seems to be prominent whereas 
the energy dissipation owning to secondary flow was dominant in BAV-RN (Fig. 4.8C). 
Thus, the pronounced discrepancy in energy dissipation between the simplified and 
patient-specific BAV cases is largely associated with the patient-specific valve 
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phenotypes. 
 To date, the association between energy loss and aneurysmal formation has not been 
clarified yet. However, the energy dissipation in the aorta with BAVs was reported to be 
associated with an increase in LV burden (Barker et al. (2014)), which may lead to 
stiffening the aortic valve leaflets and hence some abnormal systolic jet (Katayama, et al. 
(2013)). Therefore, capturing and sensing the indices, PPI, PELI and AWR of the energy 
loss in the aorta may provide another useful hemodynamic metric characterized by the 
BAV to investigate the association between BAV and aneurysmal formation as well as LV 
hypertrophy and inefficient cardiac output.  
 
4.4.3 Clinical implications 
The BAV phenotypes bring remarkable impacts on the systolic WSS, OSI and energy 
loss particularly in the patient-specific models. BAV-RN phenotype is characterized by 
the distally elevated WSS, OSI and secondary flow-dominant energy loss whereas BAV-
RL phenotype is associated with proximally elevated systolic WSS, OSI and axially 
dominant energy loss. Combination of abnormal WSS and OSI as well as PPI and PELI 
may provide a useful method in identifying the hemodynamic risk factors of aneurysmal 
formation and development because BAV-RL and BAV-RN phenotypes are associated 
with the aortic root aneurysms and ascending aortic aneurysms, respectively (Russo et al., 
2008; Schaefer et al. 2007; Wojnarski et al., 2018). Furthermore, the BAV-induced energy 
dissipation may also relate to the inefficient cardiac output, hypertension or LV 
hypertrophy. The higher WSS and jet impingement location of BAV-RN coincided with 
the aortic section with locally larger aortic dimension. Since high WSS and high vessel 
wall stress are associated with aortopathy (Barker, et al., (2018)), such stresses may 
become intense in this region and may facilitate the progress of aortic aneurysm, although 
the vessel wall stress is out of the scope of this study and hence not discussed herein.  
 
4.4.4 Limitations 
One major limitation lies in modeling aortic valves without taking into account the three-
dimensional morphology of valve leaflets for lack of sufficient information on three-
dimensional morphologies of aortic valve. In addition, the anatomical feature of coronary 
arteries was not installed in the model although the blood flows into coronary arteries in 
diastole can affect diastolic flow profile in aorta (Lee et al. (2012)). The number of 
patient-specific cases (BAV-RL and BAV-RN) were limited, and thus needs much more 
series to gain the consistency. A statistical approach combining the present methodology 
and clinical outcomes with a large number of BAV patients must be necessary to provide 
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a relationship between the concrete biomechanical indices and clinical evidence with 
regard to the hemodynamic alteration caused by the BAV associated with the aortic 
aneurysm formation. 
 
4.5 Summary  
The impact of BAV phenotypes on aortopathy hemodynamics was studied 
computationally with an integrated patient-specific model of left ventricle-aorta. The 
results demonstrate that patient-specific BAV phenotypes impact aortopathy 
hemodynamics through the LV to aorta in terms of systolic jet, WSS and OSI. In addition, 
the BAV phenotype also affected energy dissipation associated with PPI, PELI and AWR, 
all of which enable a comprehensive estimation for pulsatile flow’s energy loss with 
consideration of 3D flow features. These findings point out the importance and feasibility 
of patient-specific BAV-morphological modeling and integrated LV-aorta model-based 
analysis in exploring the association between BAV phenotype and aortic dilatation as well 
as the energy efficiency of cardiac output from the LV.   
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Table 4.1 Subjects’ characteristics. 
 TAV BAV  
(RN fusion) 
BAV  
(RL fusion) 
Age 72 41 42 
Sex Male Female Male 
Height [m] 1.75 1.65 1.73 
Weight [kg] 89 90 102 
Heart rate [bpm] 55 65 94 
Stroke volume [ml] 90 112 88 
Aortic valve stenosis [%] 0 44 42 
Ascending aortic diameter [mm] 35.9 40.6 33.3 
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Table 4.2 Voxel size of the images. 
 TAV BAV (RN-fusion) BAV (RL-fusion) 
2C 1.77×1.77×6.0 
1.52×1.52×6.0 1.42×1.42×8.0 3C 1.98×1.98×6.0 
4C 1.93×1.93×6.0 
SA 1.77×1.77×6.0 1.77×1.77×6.0 1.77×1.77×6.0 
Aorta 0.72×0.72×1.5 2.13×2.13×3.0 2.25×2.25×2.5 
AV 1.88×1.88×6.0 1.77×1.77×6.0 1.77×1.77×8.0 
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Table 4.3 Aortic valve models and computational conditions. 
 Idealized model P-S model P-S model 
 TAV BAV-parallel BAV-perpendicular BAV-RN BAV-RL 
Orifice 
    
 
AV annulus area [cm2]                 4.83 5.47 10.21 
Orifice area [cm2] 4.83      2.32 2.32 3.09 5.92 
Stenosis [%] 0      52 52 44 42 
Reference length [cm] 2.48 2.64 3.61 
Reference velocity 
[cm/s] 
16.4 21.4 12.3 
Cardiac period [s] 1.091 0.92 0.64 
Reynolds number            1232 1711 1345 
Strouhal number 0.14 0.13 0.46 
Note: Aortic annulus diameter and cyclic-averaged velocity across aortic valve were used 
as reference length and reference velocity, respectively. To ensure the same computational 
conditions, the reference length and velocity of TAV were also employed in two idealized 
BAV models, resulting in the same Reynolds number and Strouhal number. AV: aortic 
valve: BAV: bicuspid aortic valve; P-S: patient specific; RL: right-non fused; RN: right-
non fused; TAV: tricuspid aortic valve.  
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic chart of reconstruction of an integrated model consisting of left 
ventricle (A), aortic valve (B) and aorta (C). (A) Short-axis and three chamber images of 
left ventricle in a complete cardiac cycle are processed to derive variations of left 
ventricular lumen and positions of valves and apex. (B) Aortic valve is modeled with 
prescribed opening patterns and timing. (C) Aortic morphology is obtained through 
processing the sagittal images of aorta. 
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Fig. 4.2 Computational models of a healthy subject (A), a right-noncoronary cusp fused 
bicuspid aortic valve (B), and a right-left coronary cusp fused bicuspid aortic valve (C). 
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Fig. 4.3 Pressure boundary conditions for TAV (A), two idealized BAV models (B), BAV-
RN model (C), and BAV-RL model (D), based on a 0-1D cardiovascular model with an 
aortic stenosis model applied to BAV models. MRI-based left ventricular volume curves 
are also depicted. 
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Fig. 4.4 Comparison of streamlines between CFD and 4D MRI results at end-systole: 
healthy TAV (A), BAV-RN (B), and BAV-RL (C) at mid-systole marked with while dots 
on flow rate waveforms through aortic valves. 
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Fig. 4.5 Streamlines (upper) and WSS distributions (lower) of TAV (A), BAV-parallel (B), 
and BAV-perpendicular (C) models at mid-systole (t/T=0.19) marked with black dots on 
flow rate waveforms through aortic valves. Note that the magnitudes of maximum WSSs 
are given by values while marked with black dots in high WSS regions. 
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Fig. 4.6 Flow angles and flow displacements (A),visualization of systolic jets in terms of 
velocity contours at three cross-sections of ascending aorta (B), and OSIs (C) in TAV, 
BAV-parallel, and BAV-perpendicular models. (A) Flow angles and displacements of 
proximal (2) and middle (3) ascending aorta. The position of proximal (2) /middle (3) 
sections are presented in (B). (B) Flow speed contours at peak-systolic (marked with 
black dots on flow rate waveform) at aortic valve (1), proximal ascending aorta (2), and 
middle ascending aorta (3).  (C) Spatial OSI distributions from coronal (upper) and 
sagittal (lower) views. 
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Fig. 4.7 Streamlines (A) and WSS distributions (B) at late-systole, in-plane velocity 
contours (C), flow angles (D) and flow displacements (E) at mid-systole, and OSI 
distributions (F) of two patient-specific models. (B) Magnitudes of maximum WSSs are 
given by values while marked with black dots in high WSS regions. (C) Velocity 
distributions at peak-systolic phase are illustrated with regard to aortic valve (1), proximal 
ascending aorta (2), and middle ascending aorta (3). Flow angles and displacements at 
proximal (plane 2) and middle (plane 3) ascending aorta are shown in (D) and (E), 
respectively, at time instant corresponding to black dots along with flow rate through the 
aortic valves in (A) - (C). BAV: bicuspid aortic valve; OSI: oscillatory shear stress index; 
RL: right-left coronary cusp fused; RN: right-noncoronary cusp fused. 
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Fig. 4.8 Distributions of PPI (A), PELI (B) and AWR (C) in five models. The origin of 
the horizontal axes denotes aortic arch. PPI: pulsatile power index; PELI: pulsatile energy 
loss index; AsAo: ascending aorta; DA: descending aorta. 
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Chapter 5 
Orientation effects of bicuspid aortic valve on 
aortic hemodynamics with mild/severe stenosis 
 
5.1 Introduction 
As explained in the previous chapter, BAV is associated with valve dysfunction such as 
stenosis or insufficiency in later stage. Therefore, the impact of BAV should always be 
considered with valve state. Actually, very recent study employed 4D-MRIs of 
stenotic/non-stenotic BAV patients with different phenotypes and observed the 
differences between phenotypes in stenotic cases were less prominent than those in non-
stenotic cases (Shan et al. (2018)). However, the hemodynamic effects of BAV’s 
orientation with various degree of AS has not been investigated even though both BAV 
geometries and incidence of AS are observed to be highly patient-specific in BAV patients 
(Sabet, et al., 1999). 
In this study, the orientation effects of BAVs on aortic hemodynamics were investigated 
under mild and/or severe AS conditions through a parametric study with various valve 
angles to quantify the corresponding hemodynamic traits and its implication for clinical 
decision-making on BAV patients, which may be particularly applied to individual 
predictive medicine. 
 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Geometric models, computational conditions, and valve modeling 
The aortic valve was assumed to be symmetrical BAV and modeled in the same manner 
as described in Sec. 2.3.3. Here, we assumed two stenotic cases: mild AS and severe AS. 
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The stenosis rate was defined by the following equation: 
 
 Stenosis rate = (1-
Aav
Ao
) ×100 [%], (5.1) 
 
where Aav and Ao denote the total annulus area of the aortic valve and the area of orifice, 
respectively. The resulting stenosis rate was 54% for the mild case and 76% for the severe 
case (Fig. 5.1A). BAVs with different orientations were made by mapping the condition 
of defined BAV annulus to another annulus with the defined annulus inclined by certain 
angle (Fig. 5.1B). Note that the valve orientation was defined based on the angle between 
the symmetrical lines of the opening orifice of mitral and aortic valves. For instance, a 
BAV opening perpendicular to the mitral valve was named 90° model. We prepared BAVs 
with twelve kinds of orientation with equally distributed valve angle for each AS model 
(Fig. 5.1C). The angle was defined every 15°. We gave the correspondence with the 
pathological valve phenotypes (Fig. 5.1C). The mapped orifice did not have rigorously 
the same opening area as seen in Fig. 5.1B due to the limited resolution of the grid. 
However, the error of the orifice area was within 1% and the difference of the computed 
flow rate through the valve at peak systole was approximately 1% in all the models, 
indicating the minor effects of the difference of the opening area on the computation. 
The LV-AV-aorta computational model and the in-house CFD solver employed in 
Chapter 4 were used. Figure 5.2 shows the pressure waveforms of left atrium (LA), LV 
and ascending aorta (AA) as well as LV volume curves derived from the 0-1D models 
(Sec. 2.3.2). The peak pressure differences across the aortic valve were 25mmHg and 
56mmHg for the mild and severe cases, respectively, which were within physiological 
range. The boundary conditions were applied in the same manner as explained in Sec. 
4.2.3. 
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Instantaneous characteristics of the systolic jet and maximum WSS 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the streamlines of the representative 6 models for each stenosis 
case at systole. Clearly, severe stenotic BAVs showed stronger systolic jets in all the valve 
angles compared to mild BAVs. The systolic jets migrated toward right-lateral wall of the 
ascending aorta while complicated vortical flows were observed around. At a valve angle 
close to 90°, the systolic jet obviously became more intense, migrating further 
downstream. Furthermore, due to the severe stenosis, additional effect of valve angle 
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emerged as well as the different strength of jets. The severe stenotic BAVs (76%) with 
higher valve angle (90°-150°) enhanced the earlier impingement of the jets at proximal 
aortic root, leading to a breakdown and hence a narrower systolic jet at distal aortic arch, 
whereas mild stenotic BAVs (54%) showed almost equivalent jet width over all the valve 
angles (right-anterior view of Fig. 5.3). This characteristic is mostly prominent in the 90° 
model, in which the systolic jet split into three parts at aortic root.   
The maximum WSS at peak systole in the ascending aorta and its axial and 
circumferential location via valve angle were plotted in Fig. 5.4 based on the analogy to 
physiological phenotypes (Fig. 5.1C). Consistent with the trend of systolic jets, the WSS 
reached its maximum value at the valve angle of 90° in two cases (Fig. 5.4A) while a 
sharper elevation of maximum WSS in the severe case was observed with an increase of 
73.8% compared to the 0° model and of 46.3% in the mild case. On the other hand, the 
location of maximal WSS showed different characteristics between two cases. The 
maximum WSS location of the mild case turned out to move to distal aortic wall at 90° 
(Fig. 5.4B), similar with the trend seen in Fig. 5.4A, while the WSS in the severe case 
was observed to move to distal aortic wall at 0°. The circumferential location of both 
cases was displaced to right-lateral location at 90°but then returned to the anterior 
position at 180°. Despite of the same trend, the overall variation of the circumferential 
location was smaller in the severe stenotic case than that in the mild case (84° in the mild 
case, 72° in the severe case; Fig. 5.4C).  
 
5.3.2 Evaluation with periodic-averaged indices: mean WSS and OSI 
To evaluate the stenosis dependency of local hemodynamic traits, mean WSSs and OSIs 
were averaged throughout the ascending aorta, with the aortic wall divided into four 
portions (Fig. 5.5): left-anterior, left-posterior, right-anterior and right-posterior walls. 
The mean WSS was observed to elevate at right-anterior wall, where the impingement of 
systolic jet occurred in all the cases. Although we can clearly distinguish the local 
hemodynamic conditions, no marked differences were detected between two cases.  
On the other hand, OSIs showed marked difference between two cases. In the mild 
stenosis, the OSIs elevated at the left portion of the aortic wall, where large vortices were 
formed due to the migration of the strong systolic jet toward the right-anterior wall (Fig. 
5.5). Although the same flow features were observed, severe stenosis obviously led to an 
increase in OSIs at the right-posterior wall but a reduction at the left-anterior wall at 
smaller angles of 0°-75°. 
A close-up view of the OSIs at root section and distal ascending section were further 
given in the same manner as in Fig. 5.6. At the root section, the higher OSI portion is 
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dependent on valve angle. For example, in the 54% stenosis case, the left-posterior aspect 
marked the largest OSI at 45° (RN-fusion) while the right-posterior aspect around 135°-
165°. The same trends are seen in the severe cases. At the distal ascending portion, the 
OSI is observed to be independent of valve angle in the mild stenosis case: the left wall 
marked higher OSI consistently. However, in the severe stenosis case, the elevated OSIs 
were detected at the right-posterior aspect in the smaller angle of 0°-75°. This is identical 
to the remarkable increase of OSIs at right posterior aspect in the mid-ascending aorta. 
 
5.3.3 Quantification of energy dissipation in terms of PPI, PELI and 
AWR 
While the distributions of PPI and AWR along aortic axis were given for all the cases, 
the indices at a single axial position, where their variations among different valve angles 
reached the maximum values, were identified and the indices therein were plotted with 
respect to the valve angle (Fig. 5.7). It is seen that the major variation caused by valve 
angle occurred at middle ascending aorta, i.e. the blocked region in Fig. 5.7. Note that the 
severe stenosis cases showed remarkable variation of PPI and AWR throughout the aorta 
due to the large flow separation.  
As a result, the PPIs showed highly phenotype-dependent distribution in the mild 
stenosis case: the highest PPIs were found in RL fusion whereas the PPIs around RN 
fusion were smallest (75°). AWR was almost equivalent among three phenotypes but 
tended to become higher between phenotypes. Both stenosis cases were compared in 
terms of PELI and mAWR as well as the mild stenosis case (Fig. 5.8). Both PELI and 
mAWR showed larger variations in the severe stenosis case; the differences between 
maximum and minimum values of PPI are 0.036 and 0.127 for the mild and severe 
stenosis case, respectively while those of mAWR are 0.018 and 0.024. Furthermore, 
phenotype-dependent characteristics were detected: PELIs of the severe stenosis case 
were mostly smaller than those of the mild cases except for middle valve angle (75°-120°, 
around RL fusion). On the contrary, mAWRs of the severe case turned out to be lower 
than the mild case, particularly in the case of LN and RN fusions but became relatively 
larger at the valve angle of 90° with RL to LN fusions.   
 
5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Effects of valve orientation on aortic hemodynamics in severe AS  
Here an extensive discussion was given on the effects of valve orientation on aortic 
hemodynamics in different levels of AS. Our results demonstrated that the severe AS 
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brought different outcomes in terms of local maximum WSS, OSIs, and energy 
dissipation compared to mild AS.  
The extreme case with angle of 90° obviously resulted in the highest WSS and an intense 
systolic jet irrespective to the degree of stenosis likely due to the geometrical association 
between BAV orientation and aortic curvature. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the BAV is aligned 
with the curvature of ascending aorta at the angle of 90°, which can enhance the 
centrifugal force on the jet and hence lead to an accelerated inflow along the outer 
curvature of ascending aorta as well as higher WSSs with the local maximum WSS 
migrated to distal wall. As reported in an experimental study by Haya and Tavoularis, 
(2016), the orientation of prosthetic aortic valve had a defect in inducing more viscous 
stresses in the sinus flow, indicating that this alignment between BAV and AA curvature 
may even make things worse. This indicates the importance of taking consideration of the 
anatomic or geometric association between BAV orientation and aortic characteristics of 
torsion, curvature and skewness, in discussing the BAV orientation-induced WSSs and jet 
traits. 
In severe stenotic condition, the axial position of local maximum WSS at ascending 
aorta was distributed irregularly with respect to the valve angle while the variation of 
circumferential position was reduced. This was likely attributed to the stronger systolic 
jet. Combined with the centrifugal force, the systolic jet formed a unique shape after 
impingement (Fig. 5.3), leading to a complicated flow distribution. At the same time, the 
severe AS could contribute to the axial component of the jet. Thus the circumferential 
position was observed to be less affected by the valve orientation. These results point to 
the importance of the balance between the effects of stenosis and valve angle: critical 
severe stenosis may impose further burden on the aortic wall in addition to the orientation-
dependent hemodynamic event. The further burden caused by the stronger systolic jet 
resulted in increasing OSIs at right-posterior portion of distal ascending aorta in the 
smaller valve angle (0°-75°). Cao, et al., (2017) performed a CFD-based analysis in a 
similar setting as shown here and found that the circumferential distribution of OSIs at 
proximal aorta was strongly phenotype-dependent while those at distal aorta was 
insensitive with some eccentric elevation at aortic concave in all the phenotypes. Their 
findings coincide with the present results with mild stenosis but do not with severe 
stenosis. This may be attributed to the larger vortices due to the stenotic systolic jet. In 
addition, aortic geometry may also play a crucial role in increasing OSIs because such 
trend was not seen in the model with larger angles of 105°-165°, which is symmetrical to 
these models about the centerline of the aortic valve. Local elevation of OSI at right-
posterior section of the distal ascending portion may be associated with development of 
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aortic diseases. For example, this region is close to the frequent site of the aortic dissection 
(Ma et al. 2016). Thus, this AS-induced OSI elevation may lead to damaging endothelial 
cells and hence initiation of adverse events such as the aortic dissection. 
The energy dissipation measured by PPI, AWR and PELI were also affected by severely 
stenosed condition. While mild stenosis caused phenotype-specific local energy 
dissipation at ascending aorta, where systolic jet impingement occurred, and smaller 
variation of global energy dissipation with respect to valve angle, severe stenosis caused 
highly phenotype-specific energy dissipation both locally and globally. In the severe 
stenotic case, since systolic jet reached up to aortic arch or even to descending aorta, the 
characteristics of jet was reflected in the whole aorta, which makes it difficult to quantify 
the local difference of PPI and AWR in the severe case. In this respect, PELI and mAWR 
seems to be able to provide reliable information on energy loss. 
Plots of PELI and mAWR (Fig. 5.8) suggest that the contribution of axial flow-based 
energy dissipation (i.e. flow oscillation or reversal) and secondary flow-based dissipation 
are dependent on the valve phenotypes in severe stenotic cases. For example, the LN and 
RN fusion type is associated with lower axial flow-based energy loss in the severe case 
but larger secondary flow-based energy loss. On the contrary, RL fusion type is associated 
with higher axial flow-based energy loss and lower secondary flow-based dissipation. 
Although the local PPI showed similar trend as PELI’s, the local AWR did not exhibit 
such phenotype-dependency, which implies severe stenosis enhance the global energy 
loss and its phenotype-dependency in terms of the types of the energy loss. 
The energy loss in the BAV patients was addressed by Barker, et al., (2014). They 
quantified viscous energy loss of systolic jet and elucidated that BAV initiated larger 
energy loss, which in turn increase burden on LV and hence lead to LV abnormality. 
Therefore, the quantification of energy loss is clinically meaningful to predict disease of 
LV. Recent study evaluated axial and circumferential WSS separately in the aorta of BAV 
patients and found that BAV-RL and -RN types were characterized by axial and 
circumferential-dominant WSS, respectively (Rodriguez-Palomares, et al., (2018)). This 
finding agrees with the outcome of present study, highlighting the reliability of our results. 
The present computed results with patient-specific models demonstrated that even mild 
stenotic BAV-RL/-RN showed axial flow-/secondary flow- based energy loss. Such 
patient-specific geometry (eccentricity of valve or aortic shape) can also be the factors 
that determine the types of energy loss to some extent.  
 
5.4.2 Clinical implication 
This study demonstrated orientation of the valve opening affected the aortic 
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hemodynamics using an image-based computational model. This method can be 
applicable to patient-specific modeling for the patients with BAVs to predict the speed to 
develop aortopathy and timing for its surgical intervention.  
The bicuspid aortic valve does not only cause the aortic dilatation but also cause the 
aortic valve insufficiency. For example, aortic root dilatation is associated with BAV-RL 
type and aortic regurgitation (Wojnarski, et al., (2018)). BAV-RL type is also associated 
with elevated WSS at aortic root (Rodriguez-Palomares, et al., (2018)). In this study, the 
severe stenotic BAV showed much larger and more proximally elevated WSS around 90° 
case (from RN type to RL type). Therefore, aortic regurgitation is more likely to occur 
among the patients with stenotic BAV-RL and BAV-RN types, which may affect workload 
of the left ventricle. Similarly, BAV-RN type demonstrated elevated OSI in the part of the 
wall only in the stenotic case. They suggest the severity of the valve stenosis may 
influence the timing of surgical intervention as well as hemodynamics in the aorta since 
these hemodynamic characteristics may be linked to degeneration of the endothelial cells 
of aorta and altered wall stress, which is internal force on aortic wall and associated with 
aortic dissection (Barker, et al., (2018)). 
The 90° type of stenotic BAV may bring worse outcome such as ascending aortic 
aneurysm or valvular dysfunction due to elevated WSS and remarkably larger axial 
energy loss despite comparatively low secondary-flow based energy loss. Pathologically, 
BAV fusion phenotypes do not strictly adhere to the fact that RL is 120 degrees in 
orientation to the mitral valve (nor is the RN always 60 degrees to the mitral valve). Thus, 
if a patient has an orientation of ~90 degrees to the mitral valve, this may represent a 
particularly important phenotypic orientation to watch for aortopathy risk.  
 
5.4.3 Limitation 
The valve leaflets motion was not taken into account. In the patients with severe AS, the 
leaflets are calcified and hence become stiffer, which may contribute to orient systolic jet 
toward unexpected direction. In addition, only one aortic geometry was analyzed; some 
of the flow features observed may be attributed to the aortic geometry specific to the 
subject involved although no aneurysms or valvular disease were found. The effects of 
aortic geometry should be quantified for future application. Also, this model did not 
include the aortic valve regurgitation that is more common in the realistic bicuspid aortic 
valve and can influence the left ventricular overload and amount of the systolic jet. 
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5.5 Summary 
Effects of valve orientation on aortic hemodynamics in terms of systolic jet, WSS, OSI 
and energy loss indices were investigated systematically in different severity of AS. 
Consequently, a combination between valve orientation and AS is found to play a crucial 
role in affecting the BAV-induced aortic hemodynamics: (1) systolic jets and WSS 
distributions are altered significantly by larger orientation angles greater than 90o with 
sever stenosis; (2) OSIs at right-posterior aspect of ascending aorta are more sensitive to 
valve orientation; and (3) energy loss in terms of axial and secondary flow throughout 
aorta arch is largely affected by valve orientation. The results therefore indicate that it 
would be of great importance to take consideration of the feature of phenotype-and 
stenosis-dependency associated with valve configuration in clinical decision-making on 
BAV patients.   
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Fig. 5.1 The method for aortic valve modeling and prepared valve models. The two 
aortic valves with symmetrical orifice but different degree of AS (54%, mild; 76%, 
severe) were designed. Valve orientation is defined as the angle between symmetrical 
lines of the orifice of aortic and mitral valve (A). The valve orifice of the 0° case was 
then inclined and mapped on the original mesh (red mesh) to create BAV with various 
valve orientation. An example of the case of 30° with mild stenosis is illustrated as an 
example (B). In this manner, 24 cases of the orientation were prepared with varying the 
orientation every 15° for both stenosis models (C). Assuming the three commissures of 
aortic valve form an equilateral triangle, pathological phenotypes of right-left coronary 
(RL), right-noncoronary (RN) and left-noncoronary (LN) fusions are analogous to 
120°, 60° and 0° models, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.2 The volume change of the LV and pressure boundary conditions applied on the 
mild (54%) (A) and severe (76%) (B) stenotic cases. The systolic and diastolic phase 
were determined according to volume change of the LV. 
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Fig. 5.3 Streamlines of the representative models of mild (54%) and severe (76%) AS 
at peak-systole from anterior (upper) and right-anterior (lower) views. Valve orifices 
are also shown by the contour of the velocity magnitude.  
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Fig. 5.4 Peak-systolic maximal WSS in the ascending aorta (A) and its axial (B) and 
circumferential (C) position in the two stenotic cases. The definition of the each 
position is illustrated on the aortic model and the corresponding positions were marked 
on the (B) and (C). The angle was classified according to the analogy to the 
physiological phenotypes (see Fig. 2). RN, right-noncoronary fusion; RL, right-
leftcoronary fusion; LN, left-noncoronary fusion; AV, aortic valve; Br, branch; Conv, 
convex; Ant, anterior.  
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Fig. 5.5 Local mean absolute WSS and OSI averaged throughout the ascending aorta 
in two stenotic cases. The ascending aortic wall was divided into four portions (left-
anterior, LA; left-posterior, LP; right-anterior, RA; right-posterior, RP) and their spatial 
averages throughout the ascending aorta were plotted separately. The classification of 
the angle and abbreviation are as noted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.6 Local mean absolute OSIs at proximal and distal ascending aortas in two 
stenotic cases. The ascending aortic wall was divided into four portions (left-anterior, 
left-posterior, right-anterior, and right-posterior) and their spatial averages throughout 
the ascending aorta were plotted separately. The classification of the angle and 
abbreviation are as noted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.7 PPI and AWR in 54% stenotic cases at middle ascending aorta (blocked 
region), in which marked discrepancy among different valve models was detected. 
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Fig. 5.8 PELI and mAWR distributions via angles. 
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Chapter 6 
Effects of left ventricular torsion in BAV patients 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 LV torsion is rotational motion of left ventricular cross-sections around long axis caused 
by myocardial fibers, which orient in specific direction, and plays an important role in 
efficient work of left ventricle (Russel, et al. (2009)). Basically, LV has two sorts of 
torsion in one cardiac cycle: twisting and untwisting motion. Twisting motion occurs 
during contraction phase and urges systolic jet in the aorta to be more helical (Yoshimi, 
et al. (2015)), which may improve the energy efficiency of blood flow. Untwisting motion 
mostly happens in early diastolic phase and helps the LV suction from left atrium by 
decreasing the ventricular pressure (Wu and Kovacs (2006)). Therefore, LV torsion is an 
essential mechanism to increase cardiac output. 
 The previous studies tried to measure the LV torsion and clarified that the manner of LV 
torsion was varied with aging and was influenced by cardiac abnormalities. 
Conventionally, two-dimensional speckle tracking of echocardiography is frequently 
used to measure the LV torsion. Takeuchi et al. (2006) measured the twisting motion with 
2-dimensional ultrasound speckle-tracking and found that the untwisting motion of aged 
subjects were significantly less and more delayed than that of younger ones. Park et al. 
(2008) also measured the torsional motion in patients with different degree of diastolic 
dysfunction, symptom of thickened ventricular wall and reduced distensibility in diastole 
and observed the amount of LV torsion depends on the severity of diastolic dysfunction: 
the patients with mild dysfunction presented increased torsion while those with 
progressed dysfunction exhibit normal or even decreased torsion. These facts highlight 
the non-negligible role of LV torsion in the cardiac mechanics. 
 Diastolic dysfunction is also associated with BAV. The very recent study employed 
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feature-tracking cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR-FT), which is a new 
modalities following speckle tracking, to evaluate the LV strain, and discovered the 
diastolic dysfunction in BAV patients (Burris et al. (2018)). The association between BAV 
patients and diastolic dysfunction may be ascribed to aortic stenosis. As described in the 
previous chapter, the BAV patients are often accompanied by AS. The AS induces 
increase of interventricular pressure to compensate the cardiac output and hence leads to 
stiffened myocardial wall. In this regard, the BAV is closely associated with diastolic 
dysfunction and hence variation of LV torsion. 
In this chapter, the impacts of LV torsion on hemodynamics in the aorta of BAV patients 
were investigated. Since 4D-MRIs employed for constructing models do not contain the 
data regarding LV torsion, typical torsional motion of normal people was modeled based 
on measurement data reported in previous publications. The modeled LV torsion was then 
prescribed in the LV-aortic valve-aorta coupling models of the healthy subject to 
investigate the effects of LV torsion on BAV patients as well as normal subject with TAV. 
Moreover, how the LV torsion affects aortic hemodynamics in patients with different BAV 
phenotypes was also discussed. 
 
6.2 Modeling of left ventricular torsion 
 LV torsion is site-specific motion. Particularly, apex (heart tip) and base (adjacent to 
mitral and aortic valve) have different rotational direction as shown in Table 6.1.The 
rotational direction of both ends characterizes state of the LV torsion, which can be 
divided into three phases: pre-rotation, twisting, and untwisting phases. Pre-rotation is 
rotational motion of entire LV before twisting. Twisting occurs at systole to induce LV 
torsion, followed by untwisting at isovolumetric relaxation to release the torsion. 
Therefore, to prescribe LV torsion, rotational angle of both ends was specified at some 
points in a complete cycle according to literatures. Periodic waveform with smooth 
transition were then derived by interpolating those points.  
The rotational angle of both ends at (1) peak systole, (2) end-isovolumetric contraction, 
(3) isovolumetric relaxation, and (4) peak-early diastolic filling, and (5) end of early 
diastolic filling were determined. Some literatures reported different angle of peak 
rotation, which occurs at peak systole (Takeuchi, et al. (2006); Park et al. (2008); Notomi, 
et al. (2006)). Here the rotational angles of 9.9° (apex) and -6.3° (basal), which was 
reported by Park et al. (2008), were adopted because an LV short-axis plane they 
employed to measure apex rotation was more close to heart tip than the others and hence 
the values were considered to be reliable. Note that the positive and negative values 
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represent the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation seen from the apex, respectively. 
At the end of isovolumetric relaxation, the rotational angles of both ends are almost 
equivalent and equal to 2° according to Notomi, et al. (2006) and Takeuchi et al. (2006). 
During untwisting phase, 40% of total untwisting happens at isovolumetric relaxation, 
80-90% is completed by peak early diastolic filling, and finally remaining torsion is 
completely unwrapped at the end of early diastolic filling (Notomi et al. (2006)). These 
rotational angles were specified at the corresponding points of a cardiac cycle, which 
were identified based on the LV volume curve of the healthy subject (Fig. 2.4). 
 The resulting twisting angle and rotational velocity over a cardiac cycle are shown in 
Fig. 6.1 as well as the previously reported data (Takeuchi, et al. (2006)). All the points 
were interpolated by cubic spline interpolation. As seen in the figure, the modeled 
rotational motion qualitatively captures the characteristics of measured one. 
 The generated LV torsion model was applied to the LV-AV-aorta model. The center of 
rotation was determined to be centroid of each cross-section. The rotational angle at each 
cross-section was computed by linearly interpolating apical and basal angles (Fig. 6.2). 
 To accomplish the aim of this study, the three kinds of valve models were involved: the 
tricuspid aortic valve, BAV-perpendicular, and BAV-parallel models, which were 
employed in Chapter 4. In respective models, LV torsion was prescribed (“torsional 
model”) and compared with the cases without torsion (“basic model”). 
 
6.3 Effects of ventricular torsion on BAV hemodynamics 
 The intraventricular vortex and streamlines at peak systole are shown in Fig. 6.3. 
Outflow velocity from the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) to the aortic valve is 
higher in the TAV models owing to stenotic feature of both BAV models, which prevent 
smooth outflow. The flow stagnation caused by unsmooth outflow led to more vortices in 
the two BAV models. Although almost equivalent outflow profile between the basic and 
torsional models, vortex location and structures are different. In all the models, vortices 
were slightly reduced by torsional motion.  
Streamlines in the ascending aorta during end-systolic phase, at which the rotational 
angle is maximized, are shown in Fig. 6.4. Despite the maximized rotational motion, 
streamlines of the three basic models are almost identical to those of respective torsional 
models. However, in BAV models, small differences were found in velocity profile 
particularly at the anterior aspect of the middle ascending aorta. 
The slight difference of the systolic jet led to different WSS distribution (Fig. 6.5). In 
particular, the two BAV models presented marked difference at the outer curvature of 
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ascending aorta. While the position of the maximum WSS was not affected by the LV 
torsion in the TAV model, position of the maximum WSS in the BAV models was different 
between the basic and torsional models. In the BAV-parallel model, maximum WSS 
position was moved from right-lateral to right-anterior wall by introduction of the torsion. 
In the BAV-perpendicular model, on the other hand, it was moved to more distal 
ascending aorta by the torsion; that is, the maximum WSS position was affected in the 
circumferential direction in the BAV-parallel model whereas it was affected in the axial 
direction in the BAV-perpendicular model.  
Although the change of the maximum WSS magnitudes caused by the torsion were 
within 1Pa in all the models, the BAV models showed relatively larger differences: it was 
changed by 0.4%, 1.2% and 3.5% in the TAV, BAV-parallel and BAV-perpendicular 
models. Only the BAV-perpendicular model marked elevation of maximum WSS owing 
to the torsion. 
Temporal-averaged WSS magnitude (TSM: temporal shear magnitude) is shown in Fig. 
6.6. The TAV model exhibited almost equivalent distribution between the basic and 
torsional models despite subtle differences can be seen at the inner curvature of the 
proximal ascending and descending aorta as well as the outer curvature of the aortic arch. 
On the other hand, the larger difference was observed particularly in the BAV-
perpendicular model with local elevation caused by torsion at the aortic arch. 
Larger variations induced by the torsion in the BAV models were also confirmed in terms 
of OSIs (Fig. 6.7). However, contrary to the TSM, the introduction of the torsion reduced 
the OSIs in the ascending aorta whereas increased in the descending aorta. 
To quantitatively evaluate the helical flow in the ascending aorta, temporal variation of 
mean helicity throughout the ascending aorta was shown in Fig. 6.8. Comparison among 
three valve cases clarified the different direction of helical flow. The TAV and BAV-
parallel models were characterized by clockwise helical flow during most of the systolic 
phase whereas the BAV-perpendicular model was characterized by counterclockwise 
helical flow. Major discrepancy between the basic and torsional models is emerged from 
end-systolic phase to diastolic in phase with the torsion. While slight decrease was 
detected in the TAV model, BAV models presented increase of helicity at end-diastolic 
phase. The largest difference was found in the BAV-perpendicular model.  
The pulsatile energy loss quantification in terms of PPI, AWR and PELI is shown in 
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. Similar to the trend of helicity, the torsional motion of the LV 
decreased PPI of the proximal ascending aorta in the TAV model whereas increased in the 
BAV models. AWR is decreased in the BAV-parallel model but increased in the BAV-
perpendicular model. PELI of the BAV models were elevated due to introduction of the 
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torsion and most increased in the BAV-perpendicular model: increase by 0.006 and 0.021 
in the BAV-parallel and BAV-perpendicular models, respectively.  
 
6.4 Discussion 
 To investigate the effects of LV torsion on aortic hemodynamics, the rotational motion 
of normal left ventricle were incorporated into the LV-AV-aorta coupling model. The 
results revealed the effects of the LV torsion were varied by aortic valve morphology. 
Particularly, evident from Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, the LV torsion helps efficient LV ejection in 
normal subjects while may induce inefficient aortic flow, resulting from stronger 
secondary flow or larger energy loss, to BAV patients. 
 Despite the limited number of literatures, the impacts of LV torsion on aortic 
hemodynamics was also investigated in the similar manner by Yoshimi, et al. (2015). 
They used the simple LV-aorta model without aortic valve and found the different vortex 
structure in the left ventricular lumen and different WSSs at the aortic arch. In our study, 
these trends were observed in the TAV cases (Figs. 6.6). Therefore, the LV torsion model 
was reasonably installed in the LV-AV-aorta model. 
 The positions of end-systolic maximum WSS were affected differently among valve 
models. The BAV-parallel model was affected in the circumferential direction whereas 
the BAV-perpendicular model was in the axial direction. Actually, the BAV-parallel model 
exhibited lower AWR at the ascending aorta because of LV torsion, which physically 
means relatively larger secondary flow. On the contrary, larger PPIs were found in the 
BAV-perpendicular model, suggesting more intense systolic jet-induced deceleration. 
Thus, the systolic jets perturbed to different direction by LV torsion led to the different 
distribution of WSS between BAV models. 
  Temporal helicity variation also showed valve-dependent characteristics. Helical flow 
features in the aorta has been discussed by researchers. In the normal aorta, helical flow 
is usually observed (Kilner et al. (1993)). On the other hand, BAV patients were also 
reported to show strong helical flow, which may be associated with development of 
aortopathy (Hope, et al. (2010)). In this study, the helical flow nature was observed in all 
the cases, showing relatively larger helicity in the BAV models. This is consistent with 
the previous study. In the TAV model, the basic model showed elevated helicity compared 
to the torsional model. The basic model can be considered as the state of lack or reduction 
of the torsion, such as diastolic dysfunction. Therefore, in the patients with diastolic 
dysfunction may result in too strong helical systolic jet. The two BAV models, however, 
showed totally different trend. The larger helicity in the torsional BAV-perpendicular 
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model suggests LV torsion may bring adverse effects on BAV patients. The torsional 
BAV-parallel model showed similar trend but the difference between the basic and 
torsional models was much smaller than the BAV-perpendicular case, which implies 
dependency of effects of torsion on valve angle. 
 On the other hand, the effects of LV torsion on OSI distribution did not remarkably differ 
among valve types. Overall, LV torsion decreased OSIs at the ascending aorta while 
increased at the descending aorta. OSI increase at the descending aorta is probably due to 
the combined effects of the altered systolic jets and aortic torsional curvature, which 
complicate the descending aortic flow owing to stronger secondary flow and subsequent 
wakes. 
 These flow characteristics suggest worse outcome in the BAV-perpendicular type. In this 
valve types, LV torsion especially enhance the systolic jet, WSS, helicity and pulsatile 
energy loss, which implies earlier disease progression in patients who has BAVs similar 
to BAV-perpendicular type even with normal LV function. From a bioengineering 
perspective, when BAV patients are analyzed with CFD models, LV dynamics should 
carefully be considered to avoid underestimation of the risk of disease progression.  
 Although the effects of LV torsion were discussed from various perspectives, how the 
different flow features are produced by the LV torsion is still unclear. One of the possible 
causes is change of cardiac output. While the LV volume variation was not remarkably 
changed, cardiac output was slightly altered by the torsion. Therefore, the different vortex 
features among three valve models shown in Fig. 6.3 may alter the cardiac output and 
hence aortic flow. Because several mechanical factors arising from the LV torsion such 
as varied wall geometry and shear force can influence the intraventricular and aortic flow, 
the contribution of each factor to blood flow should be quantified to clarify the 
mechanism. 
In the current study, only one generalized pattern of LV torsion was employed. LV 
torsion is dependent on the existence and degree of LV abnormality or age (Park, et al. 
(2018); Takeuchi, et al. (2006)). Thus, more patterns should be analyzed for the future. 
Furthermore, for more consistent study, patient-specific LV torsion, which can be 
measured with image modalities such as echocardiography or MRI, should be given to 
identical LV geometrical model.  
 In summary, main findings in this chapter are (1) the LV torsion plays a crucial role in 
improving aortic hemodynamics for normal subjects while it may bring adverse effects 
on BAV patients and (2) the hemodynamic effects of LV torsion are sensitive to valve 
morphology such as orientation. Therefore, the LV dynamics should be carefully modeled 
when CFD analysis is carried out. Otherwise, it falls into fatal discrepancy from 
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physiological flow nature. 
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Table 6.1 Rotational direction of apex and base of endocardia. 
(based on Russel, et al. (2009)) 
 apex base state 
isovolumetric contraction clockwise clockwise pre-rotation 
systole clockwise counterclockwise twisting 
isovolumetric relaxation counterclockwise clockwise untwisting 
Note: the direction is based on the view from the apex. 
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Fig. 6.1 Rotational angles (A) and velocities (B) of the apex and base employed in this 
study. The points plotted in (A) represent the reference points used for interpolation: a, 
end of isovolumetric contraction; b, end-systole; c, end of isovolumetric relaxation; d, 
peak early diastolic filling; e, end of early diastolic filling; f, onset of isovolumetric 
contraction. Positive values represents the rotational angle or velocity toward clockwise 
direction. The previously measured LV torsional dynamics is also shown in (C) and (D) 
(Takeuchi, et al. (2006)). 
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Fig. 6.2 Rotational angle at each cross-section. The rotational angles of apex and base 
were linearly interpolated at each time instant. 
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Fig. 6.3 The intraventricular streamlines and iso-surfaces of q-criterion=0.2 (purple) of 
the (A) TAV, (B) BAV-parallel, and (C) BAV-perpendicular models at peak-systole 
(t/T=0.19). The upper and lower rows shows the basic and torsional models, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 6.4 Streamlines of the (A) TAV, (B) BAV-parallel and (C) BAV-perpendicular 
models at end-systolic phase (t/T=0.22). The upper and lower rows shows the basic and 
torsional models, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.5 WSS distribution of the (A) TAV, (B) BAV-parallel and (C) BAV-perpendicular 
models at end-systolic phase (t/T=0.23). The upper and lower rows show the basic and 
torsional models, respectively. Note that separate range of WSS were used for each 
valve model to highlight the effects of torsion. Magnitudes of maximum WSSs of the 
ascending aorta are given by values while marked with black dots in high WSS regions. 
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Fig. 6.10 PELIs of the three models with/without torsion. 
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Chapter7 
Concluding remarks and future perspectives 
 
7.1 Summary 
 Throughout the study, hemodynamics in the coronary artery and aorta was investigated 
under normal/pathological conditions. The geometric models of these organs were 
developed using as much available information as possible. In the BAV study, the novel 
LV-AV-AA coupling model were established aiming at considering the interaction among 
them as well as whole CVS system, which was incorporated by the 0-1D multi-scale 
model. The key findings are as follows: 
・The coronary arterial dynamics and compliance played more dominant role in stenotic 
condition. (Chapter 3), 
・Patient-specific BAV morphology characterized the hemodynamic features in the aorta 
than opening direction. (Chapter 4), 
・The BAV perpendicular to mitral valve exhibited worse outcome particularly in the 
severely stenotic condition. (Chapter 5), 
・The effects of LV torsion were present differently among aortic valve morphology. 
(Chapter 6). 
These facts suggest that (1) the dynamic nature of the heart may bring adverse effects 
on the adjacent hemodynamics particularly in abnormal subjects and (2) hemodynamics 
in CVS can vary sensitively according to pathological state. As the diseases progress, an 
unexpected interplay between blood flow and dynamics of organs, which is not salient in 
the early stage, can possibly happen, e.g. the elevated OSI in stenotic coronary artery as 
well as elevated WSS, OSI, and pulsatile energy loss in stenotic BAV. The elevation of 
these indices is suggested to be key factors of the subsequent further CVD development.  
Importantly, the systolic flow traits seen in the 4D-MRI visualization can be reproduced 
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only with the geometric data, suggesting the present framework can be applied not only 
for 4D-MRIs but also for other imaging modalities such as 4D-CTs. Therefore, the image-
based dynamic models presented here may be widely used for predicting such a 
complicated interplay in individual patients. 
Furthermore, the indices for evaluation of energy loss (PPI, PELI, AWR, and mAWR) 
were found to well reflect the aortic flow characteristics initiated by different BAV 
morphology, which implies the potential ability of these indices to predict the eventual 
outcome of BAV phenotypes-based hemodynamics.   
7.2 Future perspectives 
  In the future, this study can further be advanced in several directions: increasing the 
number of the patients, coupling the LV-AA-LV model and coronary model, establishing 
0-1-3D full-coupling model, and exploring the effects of detailed valve geometry.  
 
・Increasing the number of the patients 
The results presented in this thesis are all based on a single patient. To derive more 
persuasive results, multiple patients (~10 subjects) should be involved. Particularly, to 
survey the association of BAV–based hemodynamics and energy loss indices, 
longitudinal data, such as fate of the patients, progressive rate of aneurysm, and history 
of operation, are required as well. In addition, automated modeling method should be 
established since the current methods include manual processing part in geometrical 
modeling, which is quite time-consuming. The acceleration of the procedure may 
contribute to the real-time diagnosis. 
 
・Coupling the LV-AA-LV model and coronary model 
 As mentioned before, the coronary artery, aorta, left ventricle and aortic valve interact 
with one another very closely. The coronary inlet is located at the sinus of Valsalva, which 
is behind the leaflets of the aortic valve. Peripheries of coronary arteries lie in the 
myocardium and hence affected by ventricular pressure. Therefore, the coronary flow is 
mostly dominated by the pressure difference between aorta and ventricles. Modeling such 
interaction enables the deeper understanding of cardiovascular flow. 
 
・Establishing 0-1-3D full-coupling model 
 In the present LV-AV-AA coupling model, the numerical solutions are strongly 
dependent on the boundary conditions. Thus, the computed flow near the outlet of the 
aorta in different BAV phenotypes becomes equivalent if they have the same orifice area. 
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However, in real CVS, the differences of upstream flow propagate to arteries, peripheral 
circulation, venous return, and eventually cardiac output. To reproduce such phenomena, 
the 0-1D multiscale model should be fully coupled to the three-dimensional model, not 
dealt with one-way boundary condition.  
 
・Exploring the effects of detailed valve geometry 
The leaflets of the aortic valve and mitral valve affect the hemodynamics in the aorta 
and left ventricle, respectively. The mitral valve has relatively long leaflets and they are 
connected to the papillary muscle of left ventricular lumen to prevent the reversal motion 
of cusps toward the left atrium. Due to the connection, the mitral valve cusps are kept in 
the left ventricular lumen over a cardiac cycle. Therefore, the mitral valve has impacts 
not only on the diastolic inflow but also intraventricular flow profile during systole. The 
aortic valve, on the other hand, plays a role of orienting systolic jet. Particularly, stenotic 
BAVs show migrated systolic jets. To capture these phenomena, three-dimensional valve 
geometry and leaflet motion should be modeled. Since MRI is not suitable for extracting 
leaflet motion, other proper modalities such as 3D echocardiography should be employed 
as well.  
 
Moreover, for future clinical application, BAV hemodynamics before/after surgical 
intervention should be analyzed using MRIs or 4D-CTs of pre/postoperative BAV patients. 
By comparing computed hemodynamic traits with pre/postoperative follow-up data, 
practical utility of the present modeling framework can be investigated, which may be the 
first step to the application to postoperative prediction for individual patients. 
